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a controlling
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represent
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effect

on the
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that

along a
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Additionally,
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the

extremes along a continutnn.

of reinforcement

economies are likely

in the response-to-

of substitute

by

conducted with pigeons using variable-

between responding and overall

open- and closed-

was conducted to

research

or two paranetric

of economic con:tition

manipulation
relation
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been an area of recent

whether open- and closed-economies

of two experiments

and
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between

of the economic con:tition,

of the provision

two opposing alternatives

interval
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whether the manipulation

systematic

on the relation

rate of reinforcement

in operant research.

detennine

effect
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of economic con:tition
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D.
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aIAPl'ER I

INI'ROWCTION

I:urin;J its brief
made considerable

progress

contributions

the field

of behavior analysis

arrl general

arrl which have made significant

to the developmant of a science of behavior

1977; I.attal

&

(see Honig &

Harzern, 1984).

'Ihese advances have set the occasion for exterrling
the field

in additional

directions,

there are many o:pportunities
the science that
integration

is integrated

economics.

knowledge from the field
(Hursh,

1984).

(I.attal

other areas of knowledge into
such an

& Harzern, 1984).

which has received. little
research,

attention

arrl

is in the area of

Behavioral economics involves the integration

of

of economics into the science of behavior

over a decade ago, Kagel arrl Winkler (1972) suggested

that there were many ways that the fields

of behavior analysis

economics could be e.nhanced through

cooperative

suggested that

efforts

for such cooperative

necessary to examine behavioral
and closed-economies.

experimental

in

suggests that

research

to the behavior analyst.

a great deal of additional

behavioral

research

both the science of behavior arrl the area of

One such direction,

requires

arrl recent

to integrate

are of interest

may strengthen

knowledge that

has

in producin;J many firrli.ngs of scientific

that are reliable

inlportance

Stadden,

history,

some predetennined

Hursh

to be productive,

(1984)

it is

research methodology in terns of open-

Traditionally,

behavior analyst

research.

arrl

the general methodology of the

has involved food~eprivin;J

and arbitrary

weight below the animal's

an animal to
free-feed.in;J

2

weight.

'Ihe animal is then placed in an apparatus
'Ihus, the stimuli

opportunities

to resporrl are un:ier the control

opportunity

manip.ll.ations,

to feed by resporrling

during the experimental
the experimenter.

the animal is provided the

to presented

session

arxi at other

Frequently,

maintain the predetennined

state

provided with intersession

substitute

the animal is never restored

behavioral

approach represents

given supplemental,

effect

by

prohibits

the

for it to

arxi must therefore

be

'Ihroughout the experiment,
weight (Collier,

Hirsch

experimental

methodological

the subject

is held at a fixed body weight arxi
feedings to keep food intake

of the subject's
sessions.

interaction

with the schedules

such an arrangement

is

from a closed-economy (Hursh, 1980), in which the

total

a.-m resporrling

general

working in an open-economy (Hursh, 1980).

or substitute,

indeperrlent

distinguished

daily constmiption of food is entirely
in interaction

sessions.

with the schedules

nor is its weight artificially

arxi the animal is neither

maintained prior

dependent on its

in effect

In a closed-economy experiment,

food is provided the subject,

experiment.

food.

both

are controlled

is necessary

to its free-feeding

subjects

during experimental

subject's

times,

of deprivation

economic terms, this

such an arrangement,

constant,

'Ihe length

1977).

Kanarek,
In

In

corrlitions.

the length of the session

animal from consuming an arocmnt of food that

&

of the experimenter.

arxi the aroc>untof food consurred by the subject,

of the session

its

to the animal arxi its

environment.

'Ihrough the experimenter's

presented

that restricts

during the

no substitute
food-deprived

to or during the

in

3

'Ihe irrp:>rtance of this distinction
rnethodological

in resporrling that have been obtained

employing the distinct

corrlitions.

open-economies overall

response rate decreases

reinforcement

decreases,

as overall

increases

not in the

between the two economic corrlitions

difference

in the differences

lies

in experiments

It has been reported

rate of reinforcement

that

as overall

while in closed-economies

in

rate of

overall

decreases

but rather

response rate
1978, 1980,

(Hursh,

1984) .
In the experimental

nearly exclusive
establish

reliance

analysis

on the open-economy rnethod in an effort

an unbiased experimental

neutralizes

species-specific

over behavior.

the attention

in clear arrl specific

that

are scientifically

from that in closed-economies,
consideration

control

It is unlikely
within the context

one which

envirornrental

influences

of the behavior analyst

directions,
important,

has

which has produced many
reliable,

it is necessary

am general.

to take into

that a more complete understanding

of a closed-economy would invalidate

and punishment,

same way in either

little-investigated

of behavior.

derived from open-economy research.

economic context.

strengthen

Principles

among others,

will broaden the general experimental
and likely

is,

the role played by this heretofore

of envirornrental

shaping,

that

to

as rnuch as resporrling in open-economies is said to differ

Nonetheless,

aspect

setting;

arrl extraneous

Consequently,

been directed

principles

of behavior there has been a

the science.

are likely

of resporrling
the principles

such as reinforcement,
to operate

in much the

However, improved understanding
methodology in behavioral
Inasmuch as research

findings

research
prove

4

to be empirically
behavioral

principles

fonnulation

am unique

valid

when compared to established

am concepts,

of a general theory of behavior

be the case with investigations

to the

they will contribute

(Sidman, 1960).

such could

into closed-economy behavior.

Statement of the Problem
While the distinction
closed-economy research
still

remain critical

is being made with increasing
questions,

thorough umerstarrling
closed-

of the control

cormnunication,

investigated

December

rather

than

such, no one has identified
condition
a direct

that this manipulation

To date,

12, 1987) of the studies

(open- vs.

that have

have treated

them as

as opposing extremes on a continuum.

the critical

between overall

response rate

in responding:

am

overall

reinforcement

in an open-economy to an inverse relationship

these factors

in a closed-economy (catania

shift

from an indirect

overall

rate of reinforcement

between these factors
manipulating
Further,

relation

was

between

& Reynolds, 1968; Hursh,

to detennine

between overall

whether a

am

response rate

in an open-economy to a direct

relation

in a closed-economy could be obtained by

the amount of substitute

by manipulating

food provided to the subject.

the amount of substitute

from

rate of

1980, 1984).
'Ihe p.rrpose of this research

As

component of the economic

that accounts for the reported difference
relationship

there

all but one (S.R. Hursh,

responding umer these two conditions

two alternatives,

frequency,

the answers to which will allow a more

economy) has on behavior.

personal

am

between the use of open-

food, it would be

5

possible

to detennine whether open- and closed-economies

opposing alternatives
Specifically,

represent

two

or two extremes of a contimn.nn.
the research was corrlucted to answer the

following questions:
1.

In

a closed-economy,

in which total

is de:pendent on responding on presented
reinforcement,
overall

what is the relation

variable

food constIIrption

interval

between overall

schedules of

response rate and

rate of reinforcement?
2.

In

between-session
experimenter,
overall

daily

an open-economy, in which response-inde:pendent,
substitute

food is provided to the subject by the

what is the relation

rate of reinforcement

between overall

on variable

interval

response rate and
schedules

of

reinforcement?
3.

Given that there is an inverse relation

and a direct
and overall

represent
continuum?

relation

in a closed-economy

in an open-econany between overall

rate of reinforcement,
opposing alternatives,

response rate

do these two economic conditions
or are they two extremes alon;; a

6

rnAPI'ER II
REVIEW OF '!HE LITERA'IURE

'Ihe distinction
inp:)rtant
that,

one.

studies

when compared,

between subjects
reinforcement
conditions
Findley,

between an open- and a closed-economy is an
conducted over the years have prcx:luced data

illustrate

in responding

contingencies

but within the context of these differing
(Collier,

of

economic

& Hamlin, 1972; Felton & Lyon, 1966;

Hirsch,

1959; Hursh, 1978, 1980, 1984, S. R. Hursh, personal
12, 1987; I.ea & Roper, 1977; I.ogan, 1964; I.llcas,

Fl.lrthennore, the distinction

inp:)rtant

differences

exposed to the same or similar

communication, December
1981).

critical

role in the integration

the experimental
communication,

analysis
December

the area of behavioral

is playing an increasingly
of the fields

of behavior
12, 1987).

of microeconomics and

(S. R. Hursh, personal

In this

review of the literature,

economics will be intrcx:luced, and the distinction

between open- and closed-economic

conciitions,

support of this

distinction

be examined.

views regarding

the distinction

will

as well as the evidence in
Finally,

alternative

will be presented.

Behavioral Economics
Although Skinner noted the parallel
reinforcement
price-rate

schedules

in the operant laboratory

and the economic principles

wages and corrnnission selling

as early as 1953 (Skinner,

1953), it has only been over the last
insularity

between ratio

between the fields

of
of

decade that the traditional

of economics and behavior

analysis

has

7

Economists have be:Jun to enter the laboratory

to fade.

begun

conduct experiments with limited
nonhmnan, in controlled
to incorporate

begun
and

into the analysis

Interest

and activity

numbers of subjects,

envirornnents.

of experimental

l:x:>thhmnan and

Likewise, behavior

economic principles

into their
results

analysts

experimental

(Green

in the area has recently

to

&

design

Kagel, 1987).

so active

become

have

that the

for the Advancement of Behavioral Economics (SABE)has been

Society

fonned. 'Ihe fourth annual conference
1988, at San Diego State University

of this

society

(Roger Frantz,

was held in June,

:personal

corrnnunication, June 18, 1988).
'!he value of the integration
behavior

analysis

most clearly,
discusses

others,

and economics is presented

by Hursh (1984).

the validity

elasticity,

of research

In this

and utility

experiments.

open-/closed-economy

the

by its

price

introduce

need to more closely

&

article,

Hursh

such as demand
among

of behavior analytic

issue from the behavioral

(Hoag

of

and perhaps

and complementarity,

of the results

According to economic theory,
affected

conceptual

It is worthwhile to briefly

in order to illustrate

of the fields

most recently,

of economic concepts,

commodity substitutability,
in the interpretation

findings

these concepts here

examine the
economic :perspective.

the demand for a cornmodity is

Hoag, 1986).

cornmod.ity is reduced due to sniall increases

If the consi..nnption of a
in the price

of that

commodity, the demand for the commodity is said to be elastic.
Conversely,
effect

if increases

in the price of the commodity have little

on the consumption of the commodity the demand for that commodity

is said to be inelastic

(Hoag

&

Hoag, 1986).

A typical

example of a

8

commodity the consumption of which is inelastic
large increases in the price of essential
remain the same.

generally

nonessential
price .

On

corrnnodities decreases.
considered

focxi items,

the other hand,

to S1.UVival) are typically

That is, as the price

increases,

consumption levels

by small increases

consumption of these

elastic.
by the substitutability

corrnnodities (Hoag

of alternative

Conunodities are said to be substitutable

functionally

Foods available

from Source 1 can be substituted

available

from Source 2.

Commcxli
ties

the consumption of one affects

rocord players
rase of research

consumption of records

conducted with pigeons,

t1e price

o:her corrnnodity would also
players will decrease

These economic

1976).
and elastic/

and demand for it

omnodity from Source 1 increases

inelastic,

Increases

may

corrnnodities, as

decreases,

demand for the

in the price

demand for both record players

t::le case of substitutable-inelastic

In the

as focxi consumption increases,

/complementarity

decrease.

When consumption of

also increases.

Thus, in the case of complementary-elastic
for one increases

Record

focxi and water would be

does the consumption of water (Zeigler,
substitutability

with foods

the consumption of the other.

are complementary corrnnodities.

increases,

from two

are said to be complementary when

CJnsidered complementary corrnnodities:

hteract.

Hoag,

such as in the case of focxi available

equivalent,

players and records

&

when they are

sources .

cJncepts,

in

Thus, the demand for these luxury corrnnodities is

and/or the complementarity

SJ

Despite even

luxury items (items

affected

Conunodity consumption is also affected

1986).

is focxi.

of record

and records.

corrnnodities, as the price

of a

consumption of the corrnnodity from

In

9

Source 2, where there has been no price
course,

this

is a simplification

increase,

would increase.

of the economic mcx:lel. 'lllere are many

economic principles

that are involved in commcxlity consumption.

However, this

of analysis

establish

level

Of

suffices

for the present

the value of these econanic principles

need to

to the behavior

analyst.
Hursh (1978) demonstrated

economic concepts

the utility

in the analysis

of integrating

of behavior.

for responding on a three- lever concurrent

schedules were held constant
providing

single

of water .
delivered

pellets

'Ihe third

at variable

lever provided identical

for responses

increased,

responding

lever

increased.

'lllat is,

In fact,

of the

and

lever
on the

of fcx:x:i

[IRIJ) from Source 2 increased,
nearly perfect

responding

matching

1961) was obtained.

This is ·a basic demonstration
concept of substitutability
of matching.

the products

'Ille results

and responding

as the price

squirts

on VI schedules,

As the VI value on the third

for fcx:x:ifrom Source 1 increased.

principle

single

of fcx:x:ias those

the substitutability

on that lever decreased

(inter-reinforcement-interval

(Herrnstein,

pellets

from 30 s to 480 s.

of cornmcxiities.

Two

(VI) 60 s, one

on lever 1, but for responding

experiment were said to illustrate
complementarity

interval

schedule.

of fcx:x:iand the other providing

the mean values of which varied

first

In a simple choice
fcx:x:iand water were rrade

experiment with monkeys in a closed-economy,
available

these

of the consistency

of inelastic
While this

of the two sciences,

commcxlities with the behavioral

consistency
neither

of the economic

pennits

an integration

is necessary

to the other.

of

10
'!hat is,

either

concept independently

predicts

these experimental

results.
In the case of responding

for water in this

same experiment,

(1978) found that as responding under the constant
(VI60 s) increased,

responding on the constant

'!hat is,

decreased.

lever,

VI60 s schedule

in effect

on the constant

Conversely,

increasingly

condition,

food. was obtained,

are predicted

complementarity.

lever.

and thus more

responded under the constant
and responding

VI

than at the

when the rate of reinforcement

dropped

·vI60 s

for water decreased.

by the economic concept of comrratity

However, the behavioral

predicted

natching,

because reinforcers

responses

on either

response key.

VI60 s schedules

(VI60 s)

VI60 s food.-reinforced

more food. was obtained,

rates,

as the subjects

'These results

water schedule

was more frequent

reinforcement

At higher reinforcement

less

food. schedule

at the lower VI schedule values on the variable

food.-reinforced

water was required.

Hursh

and the natching

concept of natching
were equally

available

for

Food. and water were both available
relation

would, therefore,

responses

to be distributed

equally on the two keys.

obtained,

however.

counter natching

Battalio,

1976) was.

Rather,

would have

predict

Matching was not

(Rachlin,

It is suggested that this

on

Green, Kagel,

discrepancy

&

is due to

the fact that natc.hing theory does not account for the nature of the
reinforcers

utilized.

complementarity

Integrating

into this

behavior analysis

counter natc.hing was obtained
value to the experimental
economic concepts.

the economic concept of

in this

analysis

assists

instance.

in clarifying

'Ihis demonstrates

of behavior of the integration

why
the
of
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'Ihis and other laboratory
been conducted

experiments with non-htman subjects

in an attempt to create

situations

have

that are anal03"ous to

htman ones and that pennit an examination of economic principles.
possible

to examine income and commodity price

example, by using behavioral

methcrlol03"ies.

By

in vlhich animals have only a fixed number of
session

the effects

(income),

reinforcers

can be studied

reinforcer

interactions,

of changes in price

as a function

for

establishing

responses

a procedure

available

(schedules)

of the demand for the

(deprivation).

Scx:letz {1980).

infusion.

conditions

that were typical

food nor heroin choices were very dramatically

by price,

responding

changed.

The baboons were given a fixed income of responses

on an FR requirement.

that could be allocated
purchase of food.

equally,
keys.

affected

Then the procedure was
per day

for the purchase

of heroin or for the

At this point the differential

demand for the two

for both),

distributing
As

either

was noticeable.

FR requirements

in that there

on the number of responses that could occur in a

neither

reinforcers

Conrad,

Baboons were given a choice between food and heroin

Under experimental

was no constraint

session,

per

of

one such experiment was conducted by Elsmore, Fletcher,
and

It is

When both corrnnodities were inexpensive
the baboons chose each of them roughly

responses

the cost increased

nearly equally between the two response

(FR requirements

were increased for both),

demand for heroin dropped vlhile demand for food stayed constant.
demand was inelastic
could only be revealed
experimenter.

(low

vlhile heroin

demand was elastic,

vlhen the animals'

Food

a difference

income was controlled

that

by the

12

'lhese and other economic concepts have been utilized
research

with humans (Battalio,

Winkler, Krasner,

Kagel, Winkler,

Kagel, Battalio,

Krasner,

Kagel, Battalio,

Winkler,

1970,

&

Winett,

in operant
1979; Fischer,

1978a; Fischer,

& Bassrnann,

Winkler,

& Bassrnann, 1978b; Schroeder & Barrera,

1971, 1973).

'lhese studies

1976;

were conducted using token

economies.
'As

exa:rrples, Winkler (1971, 1973) conducted studies

institution

for psychiatric

demonstrated

clients

in Australia.

and its

expenditure,

and the percentage

stock of savings,

compared to essential

regarding

of income spent on luxuries

similar

as

A token

workshop by Schroeder and

to those obtained by Winkler

demand elasticity.

Winkler (1980) suggested that the results
indicate

and savings,

goods in terms of demand elasticity.

(1976) produced results

were

economies in terms of

the use of credit

economy experiment conducted in a sheltered
Barrera

Similarities

between token economies and national

income acquisition

at a state

that economic principles

economies and that behavior
generating

economic principles

closed-economic

systems.

can predict

of these studies
behavior

in token

in token economies nay be useful

in

because token economies are simple,

'lhus, from her analysis,

that token economies can sei::ve as laboratories

srna.11

Winkler suggested

for the study of large

economic systems.
'As

described

discrepancies

in the next section,

between responding

appear that the distinctions

based on the reported

in open- vs. closed-economies,

and similarities

economic systems would have to be carefully

it would

between token and national
considered.

It would appear
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that a direct
large-scale

(e.g.

large-scale

economies there are often alternative

national

that are not available

level)

system may be inappropriate.

in closed-system

not be totally

subjects

closed,

outside

as children

settings

the economic system may

may have access to substitutable

of the experimental

frequently

Furthennore,

in noninstitutional

In such cases,

(Alvord, 1978; Kazdin, 1977).

In

of commodities

sources

token economies.

many token economies are used with children

reinforcers

token economy and a

comparison between a closed-system

setting,

much in the way animal

have access to between-session

substitute

food in

open-economy experiments.
In SlllllI!larY, the integration
science

of the science

of behavior

of economics holds promise of making contributions

Cross fertilization
methodologies

integration
possibilities

to both.

is already being achieved through the exchange of

and the examination

the principles

and the

and tenets

is recent

of experimental

of each science.

and a great

of integration

findings

in light

of

'Ihe work on this

deal of work remains.

may be facilitated

'Ihe

or delimited

by research

in the area of open- vs. closed-economies.
Open- and Closed-Economies

Increasingly,

the distinction

between open- and closed-economies
Delius,

1983; Hursh,

is made in the operant
(see Brady, 1982; Collier,

1978, 1980, 1984;

s. R.

Hursh,

communication, May 17, 1987; I.llcas, 1981; Mellitz,

& Iaurence,
In this

1983;

section,

literature
1983;

personal
Hineline,

Whitehouse,

Norberg, Osborne, & Fanti.no, 1983; Rachlin,
infonnation

pertinent

to the investigation

1982).

into the
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distinction

will be presented,

as will be the related

research

that has

to date.

been conducted

Perfonnance Under InteJ::val Schedules of Reinforcernent
To fully

appreciate

the reported

an open- vs. a closed-economy,
maintained

by interval

Conventional
interval

it is necessary

schedules

relation

and a considerable

of overall

negatively

accelerated

interreinforcement
SUpport for this
utilized

(FI) schedules
research

maintained

schedules.

of reinforcement,

at varying

increasing

Reynolds,

rate of

1968).

and

'!hat is, as

responding decreases.
is

states

and with subjects

across species,

of deprivation.

Skinner

such a function

(1936), Sherman
with rats

on FI

Schoenfeld and a.nmning (1960) and Fanner (1963) reported

functions

with rats using VI schedules

1958, Clark obtained

this

function when testing

levels ·of deprivation.

The results

Kaplan (1952), which employed FI schedules
function

rate of reinforcement

both when the simple schedule

(1959), and Wilson (1954) each reported

varied

has a

as well as when the simple schedule is employed in concert with

other schedules

similar

to overall

&

by variable-

It is held that the

base.

(catania

increase,

is considerable,

in

responding

of reinforcernent

is a monotonically

function

intervals

to discuss

behavior maintained

rate of responding

under these simple schedules

between responding

of reinforcernent.

wisdom regarding

(VI) and fixed-inteJ::val

long history

distinction

may also obtain

for schedules

of reinforcernent.
his rat subjects

In
at

of an experiment reported
of escape,

of negative

by

suggest that this

reinforcement.
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So extensive

is the research

commondescriptions
present

as lawful.

Elementary Principles

a pigeon's

for this

of behavior maintained by interval

the function

textbook,

foundation

function

that

schedules

often

undergraduate

In one widely utilized

of Behavior by Whaley and Malott (1971),

responding under a VI schedule is described.

'Ihey

state

that:
It is true that the smaller the average interval between
opportunities
for reinforcement, the higher the rate of
responding will be. 'Ihus, if two or three days' wait was
required between opportunities,
we would expect an extremely
low rate of response, perhaps as low as one pec:k every two
or three hours. (p. 131)
In addition,
increase,

it has been reported

the responding of some subjects

above a certain
responding

interval

value,

is no longer sensitive

in VI research

that as intervals

approach invariance.

which differs

from subject

is maintained

value.

(1961) and Sidman (1960) have referred

responding

as a "locked-rate."

in performance,

discusses

to subject,

to parameter changes; a uniformly low

rate of responding
Herrnstein

'Ihat is,

despite

increases

in the interval

Sidman, in his discussion

"locked-rates"

to such
of variability

in VI responding:

'Ihe important factor is that the presentation
of grain is
'Ihe
consistently
preceded by a given rate of responding.
rate itself becomes conditioned, however adventitiously.
Once this happens,
of course, behavior maintained by a
variable-interval
reinforcement schedule is no longer a
satisfactory
baseline from which to measure the effects of
'Ihe response rate, itself conditioned,
other variables.
loses~ great deal of its sensitivity.
Furthennore,
discrepant data are likely to cause useless controversy if
such a "locked-rate"
is not recognized. (p.177)
catania
experiments

and.

Reynolds (1968), on the basis

of a series

of six

in which an open-economy methodology was employed, concluded

that the rate of responding maintained by an interval

schedule

is not
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de:pendent on the overall

rate of reinforcement

the summation of different

local effects

provided,

but rather

of reinforcement

on

at different

times within the intervals.
Finally,

as early as 1958 conventional

sensitivity

to VI schedules

calibration

purposes,

of reinforcement

wisdom regarding

the

had led to their

use for

such as in phannacological

Reports of Discrepant

research

(Clark,

1958).

Resporxling

Under VI Schedules
It is important to note that the m:motonically
acx:elerated

negatively
generated

response function under VI schedules

empirical

systems was reported
of this

comparison of open- and closed-economic

by Hursh

(1978), as was mentioned earlier.

one study, Hursh presented

data that raise

about the responding maintained by VI schedules
this

closed-economy study,

ration

during experimental

increasing,

positively

sessions,

acx:elerated

did resporxling begin to deteriorate.
experiments

that

cited

related

in the previous

Hursh

function

obtained

questions

their

only at interval

In

complete food

a monotonically

as the intei:val

was

values above 50 s

Unlike the open-economy
section,

to rate of reinforcement,

in which response rate was
Hursh's

in a closed economy, response rate is inversely

reinforcement.

As a

of reinforcement.

in which monkeys obtained

from 20 s to above 50 s.

increased

directly

has been

using open-economy methodology.

'Ihe initial

result

increasing,

results
related

demonstrated
to rate of
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In 1980 Hursh

introduced

economies," arrl further
1984, 1986).

the tenninology

detailed

0:pen- arrl closed-

11

these conditions

in 1984 (Hursh,

1980,

At a syrrposia on the topic held at Harvard in 1986, Hursh

defined OJ;)el1-arrl closed-economies

arrl the consequences of the

distinction:
Stated most simply: in a closed-economy the consumption of
the reinforcer,
including time in the test system arrl in the
home cage, depends entirely on the amount of responding by
the subject during the test.
'Ihe experirrenter exerts no
control over the total level of consumption, neither by way
of a minimum level or an upper limit, except to define the
relationship
between resporrling arrl reinforcer deliver, the
schedule of reinforcement,
or supply schedule to use
'Ihere is no compensation made for
economic tenninology.
reduced levels of consumption.
'Ihe OJ;)el1-economy,which is typical of most animal
testing situations
reported in the behavior analysis
literature,
is an environment in which the consumption of
the reinforcer,
considering both time in the test arrl time
in the home cage, is held constant by the experirrenter or is
varied by the experirrenter indeperrlently of the subject's
responding.
'Ihe experirrenter serves as a compensation
mechanism for any variations
in consumption that cx:x:::ur
during the test, such that, on a daily basis, overall
consumption is not influenced by variations
in the subject's
perfonnance.
'Ihis situation is deliberately
designed to
minimize the influence of biological feedback, that is, to
minimize what are presumed to be "satiation
effects" arrl
"deprivation effects";
the potential for satiation
arrl
deprivation changes are said to complicate the analysis of
the pure "strengthening
effects" of reinforcement.
'Ihe
unintended consequence of this approach has been a lack of
generalizability
to conditions which simulate the natural
environment arrl pennit the subject to control daily
consumption arrl exhibit regulatory or economic processes.
'Ihis limitation
is further compounded by evidence that the
indeed,
differences between OJ;)el1-arrl closed-economies,
cannot be readily explained in tenTIS of daily changes in
deprivation.
(pp. 1-2)
became

the preferred

key

In a personal

communication (Hursh,

personal

communication, May 4, 1987), Hursh reiterated

relation

between daily consumption arrl response rate:

the necessary
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I have atterrpted to make the definition clear in my several
but still firrl some people missing the point.
'Ihe
main error is not recognizing the necessity for daily
consumption arrl response rate to co-vary.
Some researchers
have suggested that I "control" for deprivation effects in a
closed-economy by holding daily consumption constant, eg.
ending sessions after a fixed rn.nnber of large reinforcers
arrl providing no supplemental focxi. 'Ihis is not a
closed-economy since daily level of consumption does not
To be as blunt as possible,
depend on level of responding.
the so-called confound between response rate arrl daily
consumption in a closed-economy is, in fact, the defining
feature of the system. '!his is the same "confound" that
exists in most natural foraging settings arrl to the extent
that it detennines the out.care of the experiment, is cru.cial
to a laboratory simulation of natural foraging.
'Ihe
importance of this dependency in detennining the
closed-economy results is an errpirical question. (p. 1)
papers,

In perhaps

the most extensive

in a closed-economy,
obtained by
chambers

three

Hursh

investigation

of pigeon responding

(1981) prcx:luced results

I.ucas

(1978).

I.ucas

similar

maintained his subjects

over a period of approximately

to those

in experimental

nine months, over the course

experiments,

during which time no substitute

In his

experiment,

of

focxi was provided to

them.
final

values arrl established
overall

I.ucas

that there

response rate arrl overall

of reinforcements

decreased

varied the length of FI schedule
an inverse

was

rate of reinforcement.

increased

100 responses

per minute for each of his three
in absolute

from approximately

5 responses

the number

to approximately

subjects.

response rate were apparent

pigeon, but the function was similar
The results

'As

between

from 4 per minute to 1 per minute, the rate

of responding

differences

relationship

Individual

from pigeon to

in the case of all subjects.

of experiments conducted by Hursh (1978, 1980, 1984)

suggest that the subjects

are sensitive

to between-session,

or delayed
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corrlitions.

'!here is additional

terms, the between-session
serves as an altanative
Mellitz

et al.

provision

In economic

of food in open-economy research

source of food, a substitutable

prevention

of aversive

length of the avoidance session .
that the subjects

stimulation

'Ihe results

were sensitive

cormncxlity.

that behavior may be sensitive

and

reduction

of the

of the experiment also

to events on a time scale

other than that of immediate consequences .

conditions

notion.

(1983) conducted an experiment in which resporrling had

two functions:

irrlicated

for this

support

'Ihat is,

to its long-tenn

it was demonstrated

consequences under

in which more immediate consequences might be expected

to

prevail.
In the experiment,

equal shock-avoidance

established

on two response keys.

stabilized,

an additional

contingency

reduced

As

contingencies

responding on the two keys

contingency was added to one key.

the total

session

'Ihis then became the preferred

subjects.

stabilized,

contingency
original
shifted

resporrling

suggest that responding
between-session

From these

effects

results,

during an experimental

Mellitz
session

et al.

(1983)

is sensitive

study was not conducted to explore the distinction

between open- and closed-economies,
results

Response preference

corrlitions.

Although this

their

key and dropped from the

key on which it had been programmed.
key.

key across

the session-shortening

was programmed for the opposite

to the opposite

'!his

time by one minute for each

response made on the key.
Once

were

Mellitz

et al.

in terms of open- vs. closed-economies,

of variables

o_perative within conditioning

(1983) interpret
in which the
sessions

interact

to
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with the availability/nonavailability
researchers

conclude that

resporrling

may more fully

conventional

variables,

of consequential
In

duration

of fcx::x:l.
outside

it is possible

be aa::ounted for by exterrli.ng

events.

on the relative
Specifically,

and session

duration

and absolute

on these schedules.

the effects

of Hursh's

freely

provided after

relation

of resporrling

on multiple

Transitions

than

a relatively

judged the need to examine

short experimental

understanding

of responding

controlled

only for session

intersession

it is likely

to be effected

from this

than when all

that

the

study do not further

in open- and closed-economies,
duration

and not response

their

fcx::x:l.

in multiple

by session

consumption of fcx::x:l.
that is a defining

closed-economy
In

'Iherefore

performance is likely
the results

session,

performance in the experiment and its

level of consumption might be less constrained

Unfortunately,

in open- and

'!hey were concerned that when fcx::x:l.
was

duration.

between the subject's

schedules,

between components

on number of responses made.

these researchers

was earned in the chamber.

FR

of ooth component

(1980) argument that responding

differs,

of session

of component

That is, changes from FR component to FR

independent.

closed-economies

rates

the effects

they examined the effects

component were bc3.sed on time rather
the basis

the range of

such as the frequency and temporal distribution

schedules.

On

'Ille

ooth avoidance and appetitive

1983, Norberg, et al. , investigated

were response

the sessions.

duration.
our
because they

independent

characteristic

of a

(Hursh, 1980).

1986, Hursh conducted the first

and closed-economic

systenatic

systems in two experiments.

camparison of open-

In the first,

the
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amount of between-session
gradually

increased.

reinforcement

food nade available

Sessions were twelve hours long, and intra-session

was available

for resporrling according

The FR sche:rule was increased

of food, or one-third
the FR 10 baseline
condition.

'Ihe results

the four subjects.
resporrling
not offer

or two-thirds

sessions

free food equal to one free pellet
the amount normally earned during

was immediately provided.,

of the fourth monkey varied. in an "interesting

food decreased

food pellets

daily

inelastic

food pellets.

systematically
increased

within-session

with the price of that
and extra-session

show that

can have strong effects
increases,

to

(Hursh, 1986).

suggests

future

current

returns,

returns

On

as
fewer

Within-session
was

after

the work

of consumption to

between-session

In the second of these two unpublished. experi.rrents,

investigated.

'Ihat is,

food availability

on the sensitivity

the bmnediacy of the availability

demand for

food.

free food delivered.

as well as sensitivity

amounts

food was available,

were consumed during the session.

These results

responded. for

However, as increasing

consumption also declined. as extra-session
increased.

way," he did

'Whenthe subjects

food were nade available,

the FR requirement

of

The data from the three monkeys indicated. the

an explanation.

of inter-session

varying

for three of

Although Hursh indicated. that the pattern

all but one of their

price

according to the

of the experi.rrent were consistent

demand for food was relatively

session

to FR sche:rules.

each day in 21 steps of 20% from FR 10 to

At the end of each session,

FR 372.

to four monkeys was

of external

conditions.
the effect

food was

the basis of economic theory that

on invesbnent

are discounted. 'Whencorrpared. to

Hursh judged. that by reducing the delay,

the discount

of
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arrl the relative

would also be reduced,

value of the free fcx:xi would

compared to the fcx:xi purc.hased under the FR schedule.

increase

the substitution

value of the extra-session

'Ihus,

fcx:xi arrl the elasticity

of

the demand for fcx:xi during the session were both expected to increase.
Using three of the monkey subjects
sessions

were changed from a single

sessions.
limited

In the baseline

from Experiment I, work

12-hour long period to four one-hour

condition,

total

daily

to that obtained during the sessions .

consumption was

In the secorrl corrlition,

20 min access to fcx:xiwas availab l e on a continuous
schedule,
third

irrnnediately after

condition,

reinforceIOOI1t {CRF)

the errl of the fourth work session.

four 5 min CRF periods

In the

followed inmlediately after

each

thus reducing the maximumdelay to free fcx:xi

of the four work periods,

to one hour during any work session.
requirement was increased

In all three

corrlitions,

in twelve 40% increments,

the FR

from FR 10 to

FR 420.
{1984) found that the subjects

Hursh

fcx:xi losses during the sessions
CRF periods,

of increased

sooner the extra-session
work session,
Hursh

by consuming additional

fcx:xi during the

increases

changes occurred
in FR requirement

fcx:xiwas delivered

after

daily

or across

the tennination

demand for fcx:xi decreased

{1984) concludes that the high elasticity

two experiments

in total

inunediacy of fcx:xi. It was also found that the

the within-session

fcx:xi in the corrlitions

substitutes),

compensated for

such that no systematic

consumption of fcx:xi across
conditions

consistently

that represented

of the

as predicted.

of demand for

the most open economies in the

resemble demand for a luxury gcx:xi (one that has many
rather

than a gcx:xithat

is a biological

necessity

for
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survival.

the other harrl,

On

the lack of elasticity

most closed economic conditions
required
states

of deman::lon those

the deman::l for a biologically

reflects

comrnoctity for which there are no available
the importance of this

distinction

substitutes.

Hursh

to be that

.•. studies of operant behavior in open-economies which
prevent biological
feedback are most useful for illucidating
the principles
of behavior reinforced by non-essential
connnodities; by contrast,
studies in a closed-economy are
useful for illucidating
the principles of behavior
reinforced by a variety of connnodities, both non-essential
and essential.
(p. 13)
A recent

systematic

open- and closed-economies
Little
than

infonnation
that

(vr)

60 s schedules

of reinforcement

consistently
varied

alternative
strong.

the VI alternative

other

research,

of VI60 sand
in 1 hr open- and
corrparisons of three

in the closed-economy conditions,
food.

'Ihe effect,

Also, response distributions

conclude that their

results

between open- and closed-economies.

further

with both the

during sessions

each pigeon showed bouts of responding
that was absent with the

higher

however, was not

between the open- and closed-economy conditions.

closed-economy,

Iattal

using within-subject

in

(1988).

Resp::>nse rates were found to be generally

in the open-economy than

vr

about this

of combinations

key pecking.

VI and the

available

the effects

4 hr closed-economy sessions,
pigeons'

corrparing the perfonnance

corrlucted by Imam and Iattal

was

is currently

it assessed

variable-time

investigation

vr

In the
and pausing with

alternative.

Imam

support the distinction

and
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to the Distinction

A Olallenge

Between

Open- an:i Closed-Economies

Timberlake
distinction

(1984) challenges

the assertion

that there exists

in open- an:i closed-economies.

between responding

a

In a

study conducted in 1984, Timberlake sought to examine the time period
during which subjects
distributing

their

integrate

to the subject's
reinforcement.

after

had consumed its'
was a percentage

delays between the tennination

within-session

that was

delay following the

for one hour, or until

allotment

on free-feeding

of focrl.

baseline

of the progressive-ratio

component an:i the onset of the free-feeding
session was varied,

according

schedule component of the daily

component lasted

based

had two

schedule of

opportunity

some predetermined

of the progressive-ratio

two rats,

was made available

'Ihe second was a free-feeding

'Ihe progressive-ratio

the subject
allotment

'Ihe first

subjects,

responding on a progressive-ratio

provided to the subject

session.

Tiroberlake's

resources.

to feed each day.

opportunities

tennination

input in niaking choices about

in non-sequential

'Ihis

data.

'Ihe

schedule

component of the daily

fashion,

by either

1, 2, 4, 7, 10,

16, 20 or 23 hours for both subjects.
'Ihe results

of Tiroberlake's

animals worked for a considerable
progressive-~tio
pellets
sessions.
sessions

were freely

(1984) study demonstrated
m.nnber of focrl pellets

component of the session,
available

despite

during the free-feeding

Responding within the progressive-ratio
was consistent

with a direct

relation

that the

during the

the fact that
component of the
component of the

between overall

rate of
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reinforcement
size.

arrl overall

rate of responding,

It was also dem:mstrated

regardless

that there was little

of the ratio

effect

of the

delay time between the work arrl free sessions.
Timberlake

(1984) points

an open-economy, in that
provided,
rate

an inverse

out that because his procedures

substitute

relation

of reinforcement

arrl overall

of the schedules

corresponding
literature

and

rate

(as the price

differences

on differences

reported

in the severity

the type of feeding regime employed.
because the effects
anticipation

on the open-

based

decreased,

as the

there was a

as reported

in the

Ti.Ir.berlake concluded that
can be questioned,

for open- and closed-economies
of the schedule,

He maintained

rather

that this

than on

of later

food.

His results

showed no effect

on the

of future

component of the

was provided within

even when free-food

so

was

of an open-economy were presumed to be based

feeding on responding within the progressive-ratio
sessions,

between overall

of the connnodity

of reinforcement

in closed-economies.

food was

Instead,

between open- and closed-economies

that behavioral

are based

1980, 1984).

(Hursh,

in the rate of responding,

increase

on responding

the distinction

rate of responding,

increased

arrl the overall

increased),

independent)

should have been obtained

vs. closed-economy literature
severity

(response

employed

an hour after

the end

of the work component of the session.
'!here are several
Timberlake
utilized
studies

(1984) study.

to maintain
cited

reinforcement

issues

that

First,

responding
resulted

arrl overall

that must be pointed
a ratio

schedule

in the study.

in a direct
response rate

relation

out about the
of reinforcement

'!his is unlike

was

those

between overall

rate of

in an open-economy, in which
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interval

schedules

schedules,

overall

of reinforcement
rate of respo~

rate of reinforcement
eventual

delivery

reinforcement

is inversely

by definition.

of a reinforcer.

increases,

involved.

the ratio

schedules,

regardless

between rate of respo~

to inverse,

and rate

for

decreases.

the

On

only one response is

schedules

of reinforcement

(1984) subjects

of free-food,

progressive-ratio

required

to the

is the relation

free to co-vary

or from inverse to direct.

'!hat Tirnberlake's
availability

to overall

of the length of the interval

'Ihus, only in the case of intei:val

from direct

related

the rate of reinforcement

for reinforcement,

In the case of ratio

Fach resp::,nse is essential
As

other hand, in the case of intei:val
required

were employed.

did not show sensitivity

even within one hour after

component of the sessions,

to the

tennination

of the

is also arguable.

Timberlake states:
'!here was no measurable effect of free future food on
current responding.
Instead, the rats appeared to treat the
work session as an entirely self-contained
world, increasing
their bar pressing with the severity of the progressiveratio schedule in partial compensation for reduced access to
food. • • • (p. 121)
Timberlake

(1984) points

average number of pellets
subjects.

out that the provision

was needed to maintain

'!he number of pellets

based on this

that throughout
approximately
progressive-ratio

average.

By

baseline

both subjects

of this daily

component of sessions.

consumed during these work sessions

weights of his

during any 24-hour period was

examining the data available,

the experiment,
only one-third

available

of a specific

typically

it is apparent
consumed

intake requirement
In fact,

was fairly

during the

the number of pellets

constant

within

subjects,
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and varied

little

across progressive-ratio

when the free-food
hours was there
progressive-ratio
of the subjects'
component.
differing

component of sessions

Tirnberlake's

onset of the free-feeding

restricted

to extra-session

(1984) results

communication, May 17, 1987)
may have been due to the

that Tirnberlake's

(1984) findings

differences

of the resulting

Despite the limitations
that delayed contingencies
food) are not integrated

phenomena, and

data.

of Tirnberlake's
(i.e.,

and

between his study and

examining the open- vs. closed-economy responding

the delivery

into within-session

results

(1984), the notion

of inter-session
responding

free

is not without

It has been demonstrated that when given the choice between

precedence.

two concurrently

available

rewards that differ

vs. less access time at each reinforcer

(Rachlin

did

free food.

were due to procedural

the interpretation

offers

but they clearly

range of schedule values that he employed in his study.

conclusions

rewards),

to

and the

of the progressive-ratio

Hursh (S.R. Hursh, personal

'Ihus, it is likely

others

did not show sensitivity

subjects

components of sessions,

that Tirnberlake's

indicated

'Ihe remaining two-thirds

intake was consumed during the free-food

delays between termination

Finally,
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of responding during the

components of the sessions.
daily

Only

was delayed by more than

a remarkable degeneration

Perhaps

show sensitivity

or delay conditions.

organisms will consistently
&

Green, 1972).

only in size

delivery,

or larger

choose the larger

However, when the choice that

an inunediate, but small reward, or a delayed,

the smaller,

inunediate reward is consistently

chosen.

(i.e.,

more

vs. smaller

alternative
is presented

but larger
'Ibis was

reward,
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demonstrated. by Fantino

(1977) using concurrent

are presrnrably the result

findings

chain schedules.

of the temporal

These

delay in the delivery

of the reinforcer.
Research has variously

suggested. that the limits

delay between response and reinforcer
(Grice,

1948), 5 to 6 minutes

While this

and subject

this

is limited

to seconds

(McSweeney, 1982), 15 minutes

1967), hours (Boulos & Terman, 1980) and seasons

Tnnnbule,

1965).

delivery

of the temporal

topic .

species,

base involves widely differing

research

it is clear that there

What is clear,

that an organism's

hc,..;ever, is that

methcxiologies
on

research

in order for the
to hold,

resporrling must take future

current

(Kayser,

is no definitive

between open- and closed-economies

di stinction

(Hcxios &

it is necessary
rer.vards

into

account.
In surro:rary, it appears that economic and behavioral
facilitate

understanding

in each of these fields.

that the issue of open- vs. closed-economies
clarifications
findings

are made, it is unlikely

of the open-economy research.

the earlier
additional

findings

are restricted,

investigation

this

research

to investigate

may

Yet, it is apparent

must be clarified.

that they will

invalidate

As

the

They do, hc,..;ever, suggest that
and indicate

into the differences

closed-economy resporrling

principles

the need for

between open- and

in operant research.

these considerations.

It is the purpose of
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SUbjects

Four experimentally

naive,

adult male Waldina pigeons served.

in home cages, where they had free access to Purina Pigeon

pigeons lived

ChOvJand water 24 hrs per day, during
of the study.

beginning

'Ihe

a two-month period prior

Each pigeon's

its mean weight detennined

over the last

to the

ad lib weight was established
five days of this

period.

and
Once

the study began, fcxxl was removed from the home cages and was available
only during

11. 5 hr daily sessions

continued to be available
study,

jn

in the operant chamber.

the home cages , h0v,1ever. 'Ihroughout the

the birds were not fcxxl-deprived,

they were in their

Water

the 12.5 hrs that

except during

home cages each day.
Schedules of Reinforcement

Variable
throughout,

interval

and

each experimental

(VI) schedules

were progrannned exclusively
chamber.

formula produces intervals
because reinforcement
as a function

fixed-ratio

the variable

intervals.

(E. K. Crossman,

'Ihis

that remains
It is,

personal

In open-economy phases of the experiments,

1 (FRl) schedule of reinforcement

&

by the subject

occurs with a given probability
of time since reinforcement.

resp:mse key in

formula (Fleshler

that are not predictable

widely used in operant research
April 1, 1987).

on the right

'Ihe FleshlerjHoffrnan

Hoffman, 1962) was used to generate

constant

of rei.l"lforcement were employed

therefore,
communication,
a

for the delivery

of
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substitute

food was errployed.

for pecks on the left

'Ihis schedule,

response

key in each experimental

am

Apparatus

Lehigh Valley Electronics

'Iwo

containing

throughout
times.

right

response

the study.

which consisted

reinforcers,

hopper-lift,

LVEpigeon grain

a constant

duration

exclusively

reported

in the usable

of the hopper lift

During Experiment II,

Dispensers,

Model PD-104, delivered
when reinforcement

of the delivery

hoppers that

duration

was 4. 4 s.

had been modified

the hopper light

was signaled.

remained lit

that

time

'Ihus, the

to be closely

Instnnnents

Bio-Se?:V dustless,

for this

'!he 0.4 s

Markings on the grain

Davis Scientific

of one pellet

of the

as the minimum head transit

key to the food hopper (I.llcas, 1981).

estimated.

pigeon pellets

chow-filled

during

hopper allowed the ann.mt of feed consumed per session

delivered,

to operate

hopper delivered

0.4 s were added to the 4 s access.

had been previously

from the response

consisted

Only

were used

of 4 s acx::ess to the raised,

In order to minimize error

Experiment I.

actual

cubicle

o.15 N was required

Pigeon Cllowwas utilized

Purina

allavance

panels were used.

keys.

During Experiment I, a single

hopper.

cubicles,

response key remained dark at all

A minimum force of approximately

the response

chamber.

(LVE) Model 1519 test

keys of each test

'Ihe center

was present

Data Recording

LVEModel 1438, 3-key intelligence

am

the left

when active,

Pellet

45 rrg precision

Each reinforcement

was dropped into the

purpose.

'As

for 4.4 s.

the pellet

was

In the experimental
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water was available

chambers,

from small cups located

under the house

light.
The experimental
light-shielded

room.

to ventilate

Olamber

shield

and

and home cages were housed in a closed,

chambers

exhaust fans and a large room fan sel'.Ved

the birds

from extraneous

Scheduling and data collection
interfaced

were progranuned via an IR1-PC

with a MEDAsscx::iates, Inc. 16 port

DIG-700IR1, with millisecorrl

crystal

timer.

interface,

a Toshiba ll0o+ personal
and analysis

storage

computer.

were written

progranuning language,

a high-level

An

study,

is presented

in Figure 1.

11.5 hr-12.5

hr dark/light

both prior

periods.

7.5-W light
bulbs,

D.rring this

and left

the right
for each.

of :Bl\SIC.

equipment and housing of the

cycle was maintained

throughout

the

D.rring experiments,

chambers during their

time, the chambers

11.5

were illuminated

in the upper-outside-right

at 5 V de in series

in the Z:Bl\SIC

compiled implementation

to and during the experiments.

bulb located

operated

analyzed on the IR1-PC

by the experimenter

the birds were placed in the experimental
light

during the

Programs for the collection,

The arrangement of the experimental
subjects

Model

D:l.ta collected

study was stored by the IR1-PC and subsequently
and

ambient noise.

corner.

with a 150 ohm resistor,

response keys, according to the corrlitions

with a

GE 1819
illuminated
scheduled

Another GE 1819 bulb, located within the feeder hopper, was

illuminated

when the hopper was raised

or a pellet

was delivered,

for

programmed reinforcement.
D.rring 30 min periods
session,

after

the tennination

the birds were exposed to light

of an experimental

in the housing/laboratory

area,
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which the chambers an::i hane-cages

lurirq

:bre references,

daily

3\.lbject' s light/dark

designated

session
cycle.

'!he midpoint

established

To sirrplify

respect

with

diurnal

(Zeigler,

enabled

pattern

to the
was

of the dark period

'!his procedure

to their

constraint

:hat has been well

were defined

tines

as the change of day.

::-espon::iwithout

were ma.intained.

the birds

to

for free-feedirq

1976; Zeigler,

& Lehrer,

Green,

'..971) .
'Ihe birds

in 24 x 24 x 24 in . harre cages

Water was provided

dark cycles.
that

were housed

allowed

both dr~

on dernan::i.

an::i bathing

size of the homa cages permitted
flap their

in the harre cages

durirq

their

in 8 x 6 x 4 in.
'!he relatively

tubs

large

am

to stretch

ample room for the birds

wirqs.
Procedures

Sessions
an::i one-half

Eleven
-week over

a period

illuminated

hour sessions

of 9 ioonths.

response

key (left

were required

Completion

of the requirement

and. illtnninated

the hopper

hopper remained

illtnninated

darkened

until

the

an::i the

response

11.5 hr session

on the birds

regarding

D..Irirq sessions,

aperture

key was again

requirement.

darkened

the response

illuminated.
'Ihus,

'!his

with the exception

were placed

could
that

was

continued

no restrictions
that

key

'!he

which the hopper

the m.nnber of reinforcers

nor when they could be obtained,

for VI

an::i ma.de food accessible.

for 4. 4 s, after

tenninated.

an::i right

the schedule

simultaneously

seven days per

pecks on the

for FR1 schedules,

to carrplete

schedules)

were corrlucted

all

be obtained,
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had to be obtained by resporrl.in;J aa::ordi.n;J to the

reinforcements
scheduled

contingencies

the 11.5 hr sessions.

within

Stability
the study

'Ibroughout

establishirg
the sixth
during

the sixth

within

collected

as the sixth

durirq

mean arrl determining

criteria,

mean.

the previous

day to judge

five

for stability.

stable

analyses

corrlucted.

All figures

present

If resporrl.in;J

resporrl.in;J was judged to be
utilizirq

days arrl the present
Given that

resporrl.in;J, these

represented

by
resporrl.in;J on

whether

a new' 5 day mean was established

sessions

sessions.

was determined

10% above or below this

day iret this

If it did not,

stable.
data

a 5 day response
day fell

stability

response

data

day's

the data

stable

data

frcm these

data were used in all
from these

the
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EXPERIMENl'

Given the fin:ling that re5IX>rrling in an open-economy is directly
related

reinforcement

to overall

inversely

related

perfonred

to detennine

Previous

reinforcement

to overall

on which this

&

latter)

have been corrlucted as separate
of these experbrents

conceivable

fin:ling

differences

between

E}q)erurent 1, objectives

I was

is based (i.e.,

studies.

in the

'Ihe p.rrpose and

were notably different.

that the differences

procedural

Experbrent

1968, in the former case; Hursh, 1978,

catania

conditions

rate,

in a closed-economy is

could be dezoonstrated in one experbrent.

if this

investigations

Reynolds,

rate while that

It is

they obtaine::1 could be attributed
studies.

to

'Ihus, by corrlucting

1 and 2 of the present

research

program were

examined.
Method
Procedures

All four subjects
presented
phases;

schedules.

were pretrained
SUbsequently,

so that pecking was maintained
Experbrent I was corrlucted

by

in four

each involved a change of conditions.
Corx:lition 1: Weight stabilization

consisted

of presenting

reinforcement,
was obtained

on FRl.

each of the subjects

during daily

11.5 hr sessions.

by resix>rx:ling on this

schedule.

'!his condition

with an FR1 schedule of
Total

daily consumption

'Ihe corrli. tion continued
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until

the weight and FRl behavior of each bird stabilized.
served as the free-feeding

corrlition

open-economy corrlition
throughout

of the experiment.

'!he left

hopper, and simultanealsly

Responses during hopper-lifts
number or duration

that was later

used in the

response key was lit

F.ach key peck prcxiuced 4. 4 s access

the session.

through the lit

baseline

'Ihis

to feed

darkened the response key.

were recorded,

but had no effect

on the

of hopper presentations.

Condition 2: Baseline-closed-economy.

D..lring this

corrlition,

the

birds obtained all daily access to food by keypecking on the right
response key urder various VI schedules of reinforcement.
food obtained was determined by the birds'
further

exposed

was directly

substitute

presented
Once

schedules,

related

to

resporrling,

and

there was no access to a

source of food.

and

their

the VI schedules to which each of the birds

presentation

during successive

sequence.

sessions

until

F.ach VI schedule

resporrling

was

stabilized.

each subject

had been exposed to each of the four VI

a reiteration

on one of the VI schedules was run with

SUbjects 1 and 2, and an intermediate
to SUbject 3.
the results.

'!his corrli tion

the birds to the closed-economy in that access to food

Table 1 illustrates
was exposed

resporrling.

'!he an-a.mt of

VI schedule

(VI70) was introduced

'!his enabled a comparison to detennine

the reliability

of
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Table 1
Schedules arrl Sequence of Introduction

Presentation
Bird

Sequence
3

2

1

4

.l

VISO

VIlO

VI30

VI70

J

VISO

VIlO

VI30

VI70

J

VI20

VI60

VI40

VI80

.4

VI20

VI60

VI40

VI40

Each VI schedule was presented
resporrlirq

Once the range of predete:nnined

of open-economy {substitute

until

chambers as substitute

experimental
on the left

response key, utilizing

'Ihis condition

daily

food after

1 (Weight stabilization

rnnnber of reinforcers

on each subject's

food, made available

Each session

a FRl schedule of reinforcement.

each session.

of supplying

r::ata obtained

on FRl}, was utilized

of their

during

to detennine

the

food, based

baseline.

began with the presentation

schedule of reinforcement
a given percentage

for responses

that would be provided as substitute

free-feeding

to

food in the

approximated the open-economy procedure

or substitute,

food).

VI schedule values had been presented

they began rec:eiving 75% of their

the birds,

Condition

sessions

stabilized.

Condition 3: Introduction

make-up,

during successive

that continued until
FRl baseline

of the progrannned VI
the subject

had obtained

number of reinforcers.
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Immediately

followin;J

reinforcements,

the delivery

the right

key was illuminated.

response

considered

a close

and food continued

the remairrler

of the session.

VI schedule , a new schedule

'!hat is,

requirement,
whereby

until

he could obtain

the bird

had been

by the
on the FR1 throughout

utilizin;J

the same

to obtain

a percentage

on the presented

of

by respoooing acxx,rding to the schedule

substitute
~

was presented

food.

on the left

'!his procedure

Birds

F.ach bird

sequence as in

and presentation

1 and 2 were provided

key

continued

to each of four VI schedules.

Condition

3 and 4

No maximum

was introduced,
was required

to

was

stabilized

with the same VI schedules

while Birds

for responses

open-economy.

to be available

was presented

2.

response

'!his procedure

artificially

which a FR1 schedule

after

left

Once a bird

the bird

baseline

the free-f~

of a typical

were scheduled

experimenter,

available

of reinforcement.

approxbnation

number of reinforcements

procedures.

was then

number of

and the

key darkened

Reinforcement

key on a FR1 schedule

the left

of the required

with 75% substitute

food,

received 50%.

Results
Condition
quickly

stabilized

of each subject
that

weight.

1: Weight stabilization
on this

corrlition.

on FRl.

All four birds'

Table 2 presents

and the mean number of reinforcers

weights

the mean weight

required

to maintain
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Table 2
Mean Weight of Each SUbject

Nmnber of Reinforcements

am

Mean

Obtained

Mean Weight (grn.s)/
Mean No. Reinforcements Obtained

524.20 / 230
497.40 / 242
411.00 / 269
415.00 / 331

'Ihe two heaviest
lightest

birds

birds required

to sustain

their

fewer reinforcers

weights.

In fact,

than the two

the mean daily

consunption of grain by Birds 1, 2, 3, am 4 was 51 grn.s, 32 grn.s, 41 grn.s,
arrl 35 grn.s, respectively.

are approxilnate

figures,

for 100% of spillage,
en exact measure.
efficiency

varied

It should be noted that the mean gram intakes
because it was not always possible

am the markings on the hopper did not allow for
Nonetheless,

from subject

it is apparent that consummatory
to subject.

Condition 2: Baseline-closed-economy.
EqUired to obtain

to accoont

stable

resporrling

'Ihe m.nnber of sessions

are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3
Number of sessions

Total

to Stability

for Each VI Schedule

VI30 s

VI50 s

],

15

13

15

8

2

14

15

14

7

VI20 s

VI40 s

VI60 s

7

8

10

8

~

14

8

9

8

(Figure 2) presents

c:on:iition for each subject.

'Ihe sequence of the introduction
a letter

that

from this

obtaine:i

from

are shown.

five sessions

of each of the schedules

is denoted by

c:orxiition were sorrewhat erratic.

increasirx_J tren::l in resporrling
reported

procedural

'Ihe final

the results

follows the schedule along the X-axis of the graph.

'Ihe results

results

VI80 s

J

'Ihe followirx_J figure
this

VI70 s

VIlO s

Bird

had been anticipated,

by Hursh (1978, 1980), in spite

differences

between these

that as the schedule requirement
to VI70), the total

mnnber

studies.

increased

An

based on the

of the :roodest
'Ihat is,

(i.e.,

it was predicted

increasing

of responses made per session

from VIlO

would also
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Figure 2.

Total number of responses in VI conditions in a
closed-economy.
Each graph presents the data from the last
5 sessions per VI condition for each subject.
'Ihe
introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the
letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
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systematically
perfonnances

of SUbjects 3 and 4.

In

VI80 that the differences

in the

the case of SUbject 3, the

between VI20, VI40 and VI60 were small.

increases
and

'!here was evidence of such a tren:i

increase.

are marked.

between VI70 and VI80 are also small.

It is not until

Furthenrore,

the differences

Response differences

schedules by Bird 4 are small throughout,

VI70

but increasing

between
and

systematic.
SUbjects 1 and 2, show no clear or systematic
there

is disparate

can be attributed

its reiteration

and

to variations

amount of reinforcers
An examination

subject
this

during this

reinforcement

As

condition

of the total
condition,
density,

in the

in the following

remained fairly

stable

Nonetheless,

Paradoxically,

decreased,

in the

across all subjects
the weight of

throughout the condition.

as the mnnber of reinforcers

in obtained reinforcers

figures.
variability

obtained between VI schedules,

in weight were obsel:Ved.

obtained by each

served to explain :p::>SSiblecauses for these

each subject

in weight.

that can

the weights that were maintained by

and

exposure to the closed-economy.

decreases

below, this

variability

number of reinforcers

during their

general,

described

As

shown in Figure 3, there was considerable

number of reinforcers

fact,

obtained.

'lhese data are presented

results.

.

in consumrnatocy efficiency

account for between, as well as within,

In

intrcx:iuction of the VISO

responding between the first

schedule of reinforcement

trerrls.

In

only small decreases

in the case of SUbject 4,

were acc:x:,npaniedby actual

increases
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Reinforce.rs consisted of
reinforce.rs in a closed-economy.
4.4 s access to chow.
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Taken together,

provided
fact,

strong

the data obtained

evidence

not controlled

requirement
intervals
result,

during

was not.

efficiency

hopper longer

during

hopper arxi drop them through
hopper access.
Condition
The conclusions
from Condition
(responding

respond

floor

in Figure

4.

co:rrlition,
way.

response

in Co:rrlition

Despite

(i.e.,

schedules.
food.

by the results

were exposed to an open-economy
reinforcers

on which the subjects

of the session.

arxi

were free to

These results

are

being exposed to the same VI schedules
respo:rrling

For exanple,

tre:rrl from higher

in these

two conditions

in Co:rrlition

Just

varied,

3, Bird 2 showed an

to lower reinforcement

2, no such tre:rrl was evident.

the case for Bird 3.

heads in the

of the chamber during

for 25% or 50%) of daily

the remainder

this

of cha.v from the

1 arxi 2 were supported

with an FR1 schedule,

but

density

from Conditions

3, in which the subjects

a

requirements

of an open economy-substitute

but in no systematic

while

kept their

to remove pieces

As

supported

3: Introduction

as in the previous

increasing

parameters,

reinforcement

'Ihis did not happen at longer

throughout

presented

increased.

as the schedule

the grated

on VI schedules

then presented

inter-reinforce.'IleI'lt

on a random basis

at the highest
were observed

as the schedule

, average

to the schedule

each reinforcement

the subjects

'Ihat is,

2

was, in

of reinforcement

as though the subjects

Furthennore,

1 arxi Condition

must have also

obsel:vation

casual

It appeared

I.

(i.e.

was sensitive

possibility.

VIlO s),

Experiment

eating

co~tion

increased.

the magnitude

became more restrictive

increased),

responding

that

from Condition

densities,

the opposite

was
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Figure

4.

Total m.nnber of responses on VI schedules
in an
open-economy.
A percentage
of daily reinforcers
were
obtained for responding on VI the schedules of
'!he rema.ining reinforcers
were obtained by
reinforcement.
the data from the
responding on a FRl. Each graph presents
for a subject.
'!he
last five sessions per VI condition
introduction
sequence of the schedules
is denoted by the
following the schedule (i.e.,
20-"A").
letter
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of this experiment,

Across the corrlitions
shaved that

had little

subjects

or decreases

increases

the schedules

effect

restricted

ate :rrore efficiently
to maintain their

in reinforcers

on the actual

in this

respoming

alone did not control

respoming

this

and,

fiming

perhaps,

open- and closed-econcmies.
is not possible
reinforcers
respoming

many

'!hat is,

the annmt of reward actually
of the relation

ootained.

between

schedule such as is needed here to corrpare

to determine whether rnanipulatirg

provided as supplemental

With reward density

way, they were able

other experiments.

Without controllin;J

and reinforcement

the subjects

magnitude was inadequately

confourrls an analysis

and reinforcement

In this

As

fewer food presentations.

'lllus, it appears reinforcement

Clearly,

for reinforcement,

at each reinforcement.

controlled

obtained by the

a:rrount of food consumed.

the opportunity

weight despite

:rronitorin;J consurrption

food controls

reinforcer

density,

the proportion
the relation

of
between

in open- and closed-econcmies.

controlled,

it

Experiment II was corrlucted.
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OIAPI'ERV

EXPERIMENI' II

Method
Purpose

Experiment II was corrlucted as a systematic
extension
were:

of Experiment I.

'!he primary objectives

( 1) to detennine whether resporrling

directly

related

to overall

controlled
In addition,

appropriate

related

rate,

to overall

reinforcement

methodology for operant research

alternatives,

of experiments

will

was

between

been employed.

has been

corrlucted by catania
If this

do not represent

suggested by the

and Reynolds

is,

(1968), Hursh

indeed, the case, then

the anount of daily food provided as a substitute

irrluce the response-to-reinforcement

m:,re

that they are two parametric

'!his possibility

(1978, 1986), and I..ucas {1981).

and,

correlation

on the distinction

than has heretofore

but rather

extremes on a continuum.

increasing

rate:

food provided in open-economies.

It was assumed that open- and closed-economies

results

in a

the experiment was designed to suggest an apparently

open- and closed-econanies

two opposing

of the experiment

while that

whether the response-to-reinforcement

by the anount of substitute

and

in an open-economy was

reinforcement

closed-economy was inversely
(2) to detennine

replication

relation

to shift

uJitattedity

from a

closed-economy type to an open-economy type.
Subjects
'!he same subjects
this

experiment.

as those employed in Experiment I were used in
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Apparatus

To correct
attril:uted

the difficulty

to insufficient

encountered

control

over reinforcement

grain hoppers were replaced with pellet
dispensers
precision

pigeon pellet

adequate diet,

magnitude, the

dispensers.

'Ihese ravis pellet

such that they would deliver

can be pulsed

These pellets

in Experilrent I arrl

one 45 ng

(Biosei:v) when reinforcement

was signaled.

are made of a balanced mix of nutrients

so as to be an

complete, arrl in accordance with the

100% nutritionally

National Research Council starrlards

for pigeons

(Bio-Sei:ve, 1988).

Procedures

Experiment II consisted
the subjects

of three

corrlitions.

were exposed to a closed-economy.

Con::lition 1,

'Ihrough

All daily

food consumed

was obtained by resporrli.ng accorciin;J to various VI schedules

reinforcement.
exposed to

In

Corrlitions

open-econanies,

2 ard 3, in which the subjects

subjects

began each session

resporrli.ng on this

total

key, the subjects

number of reinforcers

that session.

of daily reinforcers
Corxtition 3, subjects

differed

were required
by

obtained a percentage

of the

between the two corrlitions.

to obtain 25% of their

resporrli.ng on the VI schedule,

were required

These percent.ages we.re selected

arithmetic

of the subjects'

total

In

number

while in

to obtain 75% of their

const.mption this way.
proportions

response key.

that was estimated. they would obtain during

The percentages

Corxtition 2, subjects

were

by being

presented. with a VI schedule programmed on the right-harrl
By

of

total

as simple

daily consumption

daily
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between

a totally

totally

closed-econarry
'lhe actual

percentage

open- (approximately

(0% substitute

100% substitute
food).

number of reinforcers

reinforcers

earned the previous

Con::lition 2, if on day X a subject
(combined number of reinforcers
canponents of the session),
to a VI schedule

until

that constituted

the daily

during the VI corrp:ment of the session was

to be obtained

based on the total

food), arrl a

day.

obtained a total

For exarrple, in

of 400 reinforcers

obtained duri,n;J both the VI arrl FR

the next day that

subject

waild be exposed

it had obtained 100 reinforcers.

Dlring

subsequent FR canponent of the session there was no restriction
on the number of reinforcers

that could be obtained during

remaini.n;J in the 11.5 hr session.
obtained

for resporrling,

to subject

subject

when exposed

(Zeigler,

fluctuations

from

of the

1976).

1965) between variable-interval

arrl fixed-ratio

session

varied

in food requireirents

an8 min chan;Je

sessions

the ti.me

'!his prcx::edure was eirployed to

chain effects,

To avoid

placed

way the number of reinforcers

to the VI schedule,

arrl from day to day.

account for the day-to-day
subjects

In this

the

was eirployed throughcut.
errled, all stinrulus

over delay (O::,D) (Honig,
canponents of the

'lb.at is, when the VI canponent of the

lights

in the chamber were darkened for 8

min. 'lb.en, the lef- harrl stinrulus light was turned on, signaling

the

onset of the FR comp::>nentof the session.
To ensure that

attributed

results

to sequence effects,

Con::lition 3 prior

from the experiment could not be
Birds 1 arrl 2 were presented

with

to Condition 2, while Birds 3 and 4 were presented

with Condition 2 prior

to Con::lition 3.
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COn:litions 2 arxi 3 closely
of starrlard
typically

approximate the open-econanic

operant experiments.
a portion

ean1

the experimental
experience

of their

session.

a brief

In these experiments,

daily

total

subjects

food cx:,nsurrption during

ems, the subjects

the session

Once

cx:,rrlition

feeding delay, while they are rroved to their

cages, where they are provided with substitute,

home

response-irrleperxient

food.
Despite the similarity

between the procedures

experiment arxi those errployed in the typical
present procedures vary in three ways.
experiments,

subjects

weight that

here involved no experimenter-irrluced

short,

Most are generally

(Zeigler,

operant

at an artificial

'Ihe procedures

weight.
deprivation,

rarely

operant experiments,

used

nor were subjects'

less than 60 ·min long.

the diurnal

session

exceeding rrore than several

this experiment were 11.5 hrs,
restricting

in typical

the

maintained.

Secord, in typical
relatively

First,

free-feeding

in the present

operant experiment,

are food deprived an:i maintained

is below their

weights artificially

used

are

hours in duration.

Session lengths

which pennitted

feeding patterns

lengths

throughout

feeding without

of the pigeon subjects

1976).

Finally,

in typical

provided to the subjects

operant experiments,
in their

minimize the cost of cx,nsurrption.
any way until

the available

provided in the experimental

food is

home cages in srrall receptacles
A feeding bout is not restricted

substitute

COrrlitions 2 arxi 3 of the present

substitute

food is corrpletely

experiment,

chamber

substitute

that
in

cx,nsumed. In
food was

for responding according to a FR1

51

SC1edule.
pellet.

Fach response

was reinforced
was placed

No restriction

with one 45 rrg precision

on the rnnnber of pellets

be obtained

durin;J the FR1 components of the session.

~t

procedure

reliably

measured.

permitted

While different

ex;:,erimental procedure,
wild, where there

the consurrption

is always,

albeit

foxl (C. D. Cheney, personal

of substitute

could

fcxx:l to be

operant

with fcxx:l intake

small at times,

cammunication,

that

'Ihis response

fran the typical

is not inconsistent

it

pigeon

cost for

response

December 16,

in the

1986).

used here permit

examination

of the

dependent measures (resporxiing,

reinforcement,

and weight)

through

manipulation

measures (VI schedules

overall,

substitute

the procedures

of the indeperrlent
fcxx:l provided),

to the objectives

of the research

'!he procedural

l ength).

with little

<;enerality

m that

1: Closed-economy.

100% of their

~edules

experiment

and arrount of

extraneous

for variables

of deprivation

and session

between the typical

operant

may somewhat restrict

the

of the firrlings.

Condition
ccquired

( levels

differences

experiment arrl the present

concern

the

daily

fcxx:l intake

con:lition,

to substitute

all

by resporxiing

'!he birds were exposed

of reinforcement.

no access

In this

birds
various

urrler

VI

to a closed-economy

fcxx:l was available,

and all

fcxx:l pellets

cbtained were VI response-dependent.
'!he birds

m the

were exposed

same presentation

to the same VI schedules

sequence as in Con:lition

of reinforcement

2 of Experiment

I (see

'Iable 1).
Condition
s.lbjects

obtained

2: Introouction
75% of their

of an open-economy.

total

daily

intake

In this
as substitute

condition,
(FRl)
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fCJd.

'Ihus,

as the subjects

began each session,

they were first

p1;SeI1ted with a VI schedule,

prograrnrred on the right-ham

WtBn the subject

25% of the total

ab:ained

durirg

had acquired
the previous

session,

re:,--ponse key was lighted.
ao::orc:lirg to a FR1 schedule
of the session,

food pellets

than the single

response

'Ihis corrlition
this experiment

arrl closely

experimental

the remainder

without

restriction,

on the left-ham

response

other

key .

the extreme open-ecx:many corrlition

approxi.Irates

of total

daily

the typical

consumption

operant

is obtained

of

experiment

during the

session.
were exposed to the same VI schedules

All subjects

sequence as presented
Condition
25% of their

daily

'Iherefore,

to obtain

t.arrl response

SUbjects were provided

open-economy.

intake

as the subjects
daily

began a session,

SUbsequently, substitute

Once

As

food was provided

in Corrli tion

the VI corrponent of the session
n.nnber of reinforcers

obtained

on the right-

accomplished,

the

an::i an 8 min CODfollowed.

for responses

:t:arrl response .key acx::orclin;J to an FR1 schedule,

cf the session.

they -were

food by respondirg

key acx::orclin;J to a VI schedule.
key darkened

with

(FRl) food in this

as substitute

75% of their

response

arrl in the same

in Table 1.

3: Al te:rnate

total

con:iition.

tight-ham

which the left-ham

'Ihroughout

were available

required

key was

response

key were then reinforced,

of reinforcement.

represents

where only a portion

required

the active

Responses on this

key.

number of reinforcers

'Ihis was followed by an 8 min COD, after

darkened.

response

throughout

2, the percentage

was determined

the previous

the remainder

to be ean1ed during

utilizing

day.

on the left-

the total

All subjects

were
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am

exposed to the sane VI schedules

in the sane sequence as presented

in Table 1.
'Ihe open-economy utilized
closely

in this con:tition

approxilllate closed-economy con:titions

COn:tition 2.

'Ihus, by corcparing results

the possibility

than those presented

fran these three

am open-econanies

that closed-

was designed to IrOre

in

con:titions,

represent

two extremes

alorxJ a continuum could be examined.
Results

To assess the effects

of the manipulation

of the irrleperrlent

am economic corrlition) on the deperrlent measures
reinforcement am weight), several analyses were corrlucted

measures (schedule
(resporrling,

on the data fran all con:titions.
resporrling,

response rates

First,

where Response Rate represents
the total

subject

was

consecutive

total

responses-per-minute,

were then distributed
each occurred~

am

Total Responses

am

number of session minutes during which the

representirxJ

anx:>rg the cells

cells

fonnula:

made during the session,

respon:tirxJ.Running ti.me was calculated
5 min cells,

on

Total Responses
Running Ti.me

rrumber of responses

Running Ti.me represents

effects

were assessed using the following

Response Rate=

represents

to detennine

by

establishing

an 11.5 hr session.

138

Responses

according to the session

without responses were eliminated.

ti.me that
'Ihis

rerroved the time between feeding bouts fran the analysis.
Secorrl, to detennine
reinforcers

effects

obtained by the subject

on reinforcement,

the total

rrumber of

during each session was calculated.
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'Ihird,

detenninin;J

effects

of manip.llations

pre- arrl post-session

All data presented
last

five sessions

on weight were made by

weights of the subjects.

were obtained

from the VI corrponents of the

of each schedule introduced.

To assist

of the presentation,

the results

the three conditions

of the experiment are presented

the clarity

obtained with each subject

in each of

separately.

Bird 1
In this

Condition 1: Closed-economy.
reinforcement
daily

magnitude controlled,

fcxxi allotment

presented

Bird 1 in this

the effects

daily

Based on visual

rate decreased

100% of its

VI50 s, VIlO s, VI30 s arrl VI70 s.

condition,

inspection

on the response rate of

as well as in an open-economy,

of the results,

inversely

rate in the closed-economy condition.
the three

with

fcxxi was provided as substitutefcxxi.

responding was, in general,

through

obtained

of these schedules

closed-economic

where 75% of total

the subject

closed-economy,

by responding according to four VI schedules

in the following order:

Figure 5 presents

totally

lowest VI schedules.

dramatically.

related

it is clear
to overall

'lb.is relation

that

reinforcement

is nearly

linear

However, at VI70 s, response

Hursh {1978) reported

a closed-economy experiment conducted with monkeys.

a similar

effect

In his experiment,

a steady increase in the rate of responding was observed as the VI
schedule increased from 20 s to 50 s, arrl the corresponding
reinforcement

decreased.

However, at VI schedules

response rate began to decline.

in

greater

rates
than

of
50 s,
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Figure 5.

Re5!X)nse rate of Bird 1 in varied economies. 'Ihe data from
the last five sessions per schedule are shown. 'Ihe
introouction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the
letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
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r:aily fluctuations

in response rate are observable

'!his may be due to the stability

values.

detennining
Stability

when changes in schedule conditions
was

detennined

by establishing

was

on the sixth

day fell

judged to be stable,

were changed.

is related

to response rate;

responses

increases,

so does response rate.

not on the magnitude of a one-to-one

increase

in response rate .

session

number of session

within 10% of the 5 day mean, responding

stability

in total

for

should be made.

When the total

and conditions

increase

applied

schedule

a 5 day mean of the total

number or responses made per session.
responses

criteria

at all

as total

'!his measure of

mnnber of session

However, this

'Ihat is,

correspondence.

responses does not necessarily
'Ihus, larger

relation

between-session

is

a 5%

reflect

a 5%

differences

in

response rate may be accompanied by smaller between-session

differences

in the total

fluctuations

number of responses made.

in response rate the increasing
In Figure 6, the total
a function

of responding,

accompanying effect

observable.
obtained

according to the schedules

of this

are displayed

by Bird 1 as

presented,

for the closed-

and the
as well

experiment.

the VI schedule increased in the closed-economy condition,

number of reinforcers
reinforcement
Furthennore,
values),

is clearly

number of reinforcers

on its weight,

as open-economy conditions
'As

trend

Despite these daily

was

obtained decreased.

'Ihis decrease

accornpanied by a decrease

at the higher reinforcement

there were greater

in the subject's

densities

pre- and post-session

than at the lower reinforcement

densities.

in obtained

(i.e.,

weight.
lower VI

weight differences

It is important

to recall

the
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Figure 6.

Reinforcers obtained by Bird 1 in varied economies. Data
presented are from the last five sessions of each VI
The total number of reinforcers
schedule presented.
obtained during the 11.5 hr session is presented together
with the pre- and post-session weight (grams} of the
subject.
The introduction sequence of the schedules is
denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e.,
20-"A").
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that the subjects

were not deprived,

other than the deprivation

imposed

by the 12.5 hrs between sessions.
When the response rate,
considered

and weight data are

obtained reinforcers,

it appears that when Bird 1 was presented

together,

schedules which produced high reinforcement

densities

(i.e.,

with VI
VIlO s),

it

maintained a low rate of responding and consumed IOOrefood than required
to maintain
decreased,

its weight.

However, as the reinforcement

response rate increased,

and

Despite the increase in resp::>nse rate,
weight decreased
reinforcement

obtained reinforcers,
weight represented
reinforcement

excess consumption decreased.
both obtained reinforcers

in the presence of this challe.I"Be.

density,

all three
and

reinforcement.

80% of that maintained at the higher

Once

'Ihis

of a VI schedule of

according to the schedule provided the

Responding

session.

food).

began with the presentation

with 25% of the total

reinforcement

this

was available

number of reinforcers

obtained during the

requirement was met, additional
for responding according to a FRl schedule

throughout the remainder of the session.

This condition

extren-e open-economy of this

The subject

same VI schedules
effects

of this
In this

Bird l's

densities.

open-economy condition

previous

At the lowest

At this point,

Condition 2: Open-economy (75% substitute

subject

and

dependent measures (response rate,

weight) decreased.

approximately

density

in this
condition

experiment.

condition

the

was exposed to the

as in the previous condition.

on resp::>nse rate are presented

open-economy in which 75% of total

provided by an alternative

represented

The

in Figure 5.

daily reinforcement

was

source of food (i.e. , FRl as opposed to VI
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schedule),

resporrling was generally
'!bat is,

reinforcement.
the subject's
decrease

directly

related

as the reinforcement

rate of resporrling.

to overall

density

'Ihe relation

rate of

decreased,

so did

is observed as a linear

in response rate as the VI schedule value increased from 30 s

to 70 s.
Bird l's
the three

rate of resporrling

at VIl0 sis

other schedule values tested.

rate on this

schedule is compared with his response rate on the same

that both are approximately

between VIl0 s resporrling

corrlition

reinforcers

than

of the present

'As

obtained

corrlition

on Bird l's

(Figure 6), suggests

the subject

obtained

necessary

to naintain

weight when resporrling

discrepancy

discrepancy

obsel:vable

as well,

to the VIl0 s schedule.
greater

is little

in these two corrlitions.

weight arrl the number of reinforcers
in this

(see Figure 5), it is clear

'Ihus, there

equal.

examination of the effects

An

with that of

Yet, when Bird 1 's response

schedule in the closed-economy corrlition

difference

discrepant

Particularly

at this

a greater

schedule,

between pre- arrl post-session

that,

number of
according

there was a

weights.

'Ihis large

is not observed at the VIJ0 s, VI50 s, or VI70 s schedules.

the value of the VI schedule increases from 10 s to 70 s the

subject's

weight slowly declines,

corrlition

(see Figure 6).

nagnitude.

Notwithstarrling,

It is also notable

higher weight throughout

as was the case in the closed-economy

this

this

that the subject
corrlition

than

decrease

is smaller

naintained

a slightly

that naintai.ned

in

during the

closed-economy corrlition.
'Ihe number of reinforcers
sessions

remained stable

obtained during the VI corrponent of the

throughout

the corrlition.

However, there were

60

daily

fluctuations

the sessions,

in the total

number

of reinforcers

arrl between-schedules.

both within-

obtained during
'lhe within-schedule

were small enough that they did not have a large effect

fluctuations

the mnnber of reinforcers

required

sessions.

is only observed in the total

such an effect

reinforcers

obtained

case, the total
the previous
tenninate

number of reinforcers

obtained

drops

the total

daily obtained reinforcers

VIlO s arrl VI30 s schedules.
of reinforcers

stable

a slightly

that maintained

are most observable

condition,

presentation
required

the total

the

number

in

remained rather

whereby the subject

of its daily

in the closed-economy condition.
at lOW'erreinforcement

the sessions

of VI schedules

acquired during the previous
was available

of reinforcement.

to

throughout

in this

of the total

HOW'ever,in this

food) .

condition

After

for responses

it

presented

'lhe differences

densities.

of reinforcement,

session.

was

reinforcement,

higher weight at each of the schedules

to obtain a percentage

reinforcement

required

considerably.

obtained

in this condition,

Condition 3: Open-economy (25% substitute
previous

from

with an acconpanying decline

to work for only a small portion

maintained

considerably

the VI70 s schedule.

It is also of note that
required

In this

At the VI50 s schedule,

obtained declined,

throughout

sessions.

increased

Both weight arrl number of reinforcers

weight.

m.nnber of

such that the number of reinforcers

the VI cornponent on day 4 also decreased

Generally,

than

in the VI component of subsequent

on day 3 of the VIlO s stability

day's total

on

As

in the

began with the

whereby the subject

was

number of reinforcers
this,

additional

according to an FR1 schedule

condition,

the percentage

required
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during the VI component of the session was 75.
25% of the daily

obtained

condition

represented

experiment.

food consumed as a substitute

the intermediate

'!he subject

corrlitions

previous

of this

open-economic condition

the subject

one day, arrl obtaining

to condition

was consistently

many more reinforcers

as in the

3,its

responding

arrl

'!hat is, by the sixth day of
obtaining

few reinforcers

the next.

on high-

obtained as many as 2,169 45 nq pellets,

consumption days, the subject

and as few as 211 on low consumption days.

prcx::edure employed to detennine

the original

of this

experiment.

food consumption began to cycle.

the corrlition,

'!his

corrnnodity.

was exposed to the same VI schedules

When Bird 1 was introduced
resultant

'!hat is, the subject

'!his occurred

as a result

of

the number of reinforcers

to be earned during the VI component of the session.
Specifically,

the number of reinforcers

component for a session was detennined
number of reinforcers
during the previous
reinforcers,
session
this

session

the subject

it had obtained

prcx::edure resulted

session

only until
continuing,

(i.e.,

200).

the subject

session.

obtained a total

'Ihus, if

of 1,000

in the VI component of the present
750 reinforcers.

in failure

one day, consequently

reinforcers

by corrputing 75% of the total

obtained during the previous

it would continue

until

to be earned during the VI

In the case of Bird 1,

to corrplete the VI component of the

earning a small total

number of

'!he next day, the VI component would continue

had obtained a small number of reinforcers.

Bird 1 would need obtain only 150 reinforcers

to tenninate

the VI component of the session.

With the VI component corrpleted,

subject

during the FR1 component of that

consumed many reinforcers

the
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session

(i.e.

Again the next day,

, 2,000) .

corrponent of the session,
Rather

reinforcers.

would again

subject

200).

In this

the subject

than corrplete

obtain

way the cycling

was placed

consecutive

11. 5 hr daily

sessions.

each session

throughout

present

was in-posed.

until

1,500
the

'Ihis

stabilized

the remainder

for five
constllTption

of Condition

to corrplete

the subject

the closed-economy

'Ihe exact

(i.e.,

the experimenter

earned

3, a maximum

by determining

for each of the VI

(Condition

naximurn for each schedule

1) of the
is presented

Table 4.
Table 4

MaximumReinforcers

Obtainable

by

Bird 1 for Each VI Schedule

No. of
Reinforcers
Obtainable

600

581

and

the VI component of

'!his naximurn was calculated

employed during
experiment.

however,

on an FR1 schedule

was required

that

the mean mnnber of reinforcers
schedules

the VI conp:ment,

for 16 sessions

'Ihe subject

number of reinforcers

would have had to obtain

the VI

continued.

intervened.

'Ihereafter,

to terminate

only a small mnnber of reinforcers

'Ihis phenomena continued

weight.

in order

525

400

in
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Consequently,

Bird 1 was required

the m.nnber of reinforcers

obtain during the VI component of each session
stable.

'Ihis manipulation

results

presented

sessions

tenninated

the use of the data to detennine
between resporrling

entire

of the total

session.

session

to tenninate

'!he effects
SUbstitute.
subject

in this

varied

obtained

obtained

subject,

to be obtained

variance

by the

held constant

Rav.ever, this

at each

of this

by Bird 1

total

'Ihis is in contrast

in the other conditions

aIXl a greater

in Figure 6, 25%

during each session

to session.

across the condition.

'Ihe pro:portion of total
obtained

to

that had to be

are illustrated

number of reinforcers

in which the within-schedule

remained stable

during the

the VI component of the session.

remarkably from session

results

by the experimenter,

the number of reinforcers

With the number of reinforcers

somewhat stable

obtained during

was free to vary from session

of this manipulation

the total

that may invalidate

rate of reinforceirent

during the VI component of the session

schedule,

on the number

on the

was manipulated

total

All

of the condition

number of reinforcers

'Ihus, this

without effecting

obtained

the cycling

'Ihe number of reinforcers

the VI component of each session

was

exclude the data from the

the effects

arrl overall

open-economy.

independent

cycling.

obtained by Bird 1 produced results

of reinforcers

condition

cycled.
to terminate

However, the manipulation

intenrediate

the subject's

for Bird 1 in this condition

during which the subject

relation

during this

to

remained

with the

experiment with this

number of reinforcers

obtained

was observed between-schedules.

daily reinforcement

during the VI component of the sessions

constituted
varied

by that

considerably

in
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this

condition.

At higher reinforcement

VI30 s), the number of reinforcers
the VI schedule represented
constnnption.

sessions
session.

reinforcers

represented

approximately

VIlO s arrl

50% of total

densities

(i.e.,

daily
VI50 s arrl

obtained during the VI canp:>nent of the

as little

as 25% of the total

is in sharp contrast

Again, this

(i.e.,

obtained by resporxting according to

At lower reinforcement

VI70 s), total

densities

from the other conditions

obtained

with the results

experiment with this

of this

during the
obtained

subject.

Bird 2
Condition

1: Closed-economy.

closed-economy condition
obtained by responding
subject's

reinforcement

daily reinforcement

accordirig to VI schedules

of reinforcement,

Figure 7 reveals
decreased

presented:

to overall

of increases

the rate of responding
'!his increase

closed-economy condition.

relation

related

that as the overall

as a function

between reinforcements,

VI schedules

with this

in which 100% of total

response rate was inversely

reinforcement.

increasing

When presented

rate

was

this

of

rate of
in the mean intel:val

increased. in the

is observable

across all

VIlO s, VI30 s, VI50 s, arrl VI70 s.

between the schedule presented

four

The

arrl response

rate is

neg-atively accelerated.
When the increasing
increasing
reinforcers
total

VI schedules
obtained,

response rate in the presence of the
is examined in relation

it is clear

number of reinforcers

Figure 8.

to the number of

that as the VI schedule increased,

decreased.

These results

are depicted

the
in
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the VIlO s and VI30 s schedules,

'Ihrough

relatively

stable,

high number of reinforcers

Bird 2 obtained
across sessions.

at the schedules that produced lower reinforcement

v:rso s and VI70 s), the overall

that presented

the response-rate
reinforcements
reinforcers

increases

obtained

positively

challenge,

However,
(i.e.,

obtained

increases

the negative

in Figure 7 with
in response rate
acceleration

of

across schedules prcx:luced fewer total

per session.

'Ibat is, the decrease

as the VI schedule increased

decelerated.

the four VI schedules
VI70

m.nnber of reinforcers

in Figure 8 shows that despite

in the presence of increasing

'WaS

densities

Comparing the closed-economy data presented

decreased.

a

'Ihese results

in this

sequence:

in total

number of

from VIlO s to VI70 s

were obtained by presenti.n'.J
VI50 s, VIlO s, VI30 s, and

s.

Figure 8 also shows that Bird 2 1 s weight remained stable
throughout
total

this

closed-economy corrlition.

number of reinforcements

subject's

mean weight was little

subject's

weight decrease;

the total
differences

in the

obtained at the higher VI schedules,
effected.

the

Only at VI50 s did the

however, this decrease was less than 10% of

the mean weight of the subject
mean weight of the subject

Despite the decrease

across the experiment.

was recuperated

number of reinforcers

on the VI70 s schedule,

obtained was lowest.

between pre- and post-session

Furthennore,

the
when

However, smaller

weights are observable

at

higher VI schedules.
Condition 2: Open-economy (75% substitute
open-economy condition,

where 25% of total

daily

food).

In this

food consumption was

accomplished by responding according to VI schedules

of reinforcement,

68

am the remainder was supplied
to an FRl schedule,

Bird

2 's

from an alternate

response rate was generally

rate of reinforcement.

re l ated to overall

fcxxi source according
directly

'Ihese results

are presented

in Figure 7.

With the exception
the reinforcement
a

density

di r ect relation.

VI 70

s schedule,

VI30

s schedule.

of the response rate on the VIlO s schedule,

so did the subject's

decreased,

In fact,

response rate:

at the lowest rate of reinforcement,

the response rate was approxbnately

as

50%

on the

of that on the

The lowest response rate obtained was produced by the subject's
responding

on the VIlO s schedule.

'Ihis is in contrast

responding

on the other schedules.

However, the response rate on VIlO s

in this condition

is the same as that on the VIlO s schedule

closed-economy condition:
(see

approximately

20

responses

2 's

in the

per reinforcer

Figure 7).
Figure 8 illustrates

number of reinforcers
condition,
little

with Bird

the subject's

the effects

weight rerrains stable

obtained between schedules,

reinforcers

in the total

variability

sessions

throughout,

In this
and there

is

number of reinforcers

in the total

and schedules,

and between-schedule

on the total

between and across

within schedules

small differences

obtained across

smaller between-session
of reinforcers

weight variance

Despite fluctuations

With relatively

condition

obtained by Bird 2 and its weight.

pre- and post-session

schedules.

of this

is small.

number of
there are even

differences

in the number

obtained during the VI corrg;,onents of the sessions.

is due to the fact that the number of reinforcers

that had to be

'I.his
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obtained

in order to tenninate

to the total

linked directly
prior

sessions.

obtained

the VI component of the sessions
number of reinforcers

Small between-session

reinforcers

differences

open-economy, the subject

reinforcement

by responding

reinforcement.
substitute

related

food.).

obtained

dailydifferences

In this

75% of its daily

according to various

VI schedules

of

'Ihe balance of the daily consumption was supplied

from an alternate

In general,

in total

the VI component of the sessions.

during

Condition 3: Open-economy (25% substitute
intennediate

obtained during

produced even smaller between-session

in obtained reinforcers

was

for responses

source,

Bird 2's response rate in this

to overall

rate of reinforcement.

as

on an FR1 schedule.

condition

was

'lb.is relation

directly
is depicted

in

Figure 7.
the overall

'As

rate of reinforcement

increases

in mean schedule

decreased

in a direct

results

of this

consistent

relation.

condition

this

as a function

of

the response rate generally

Only at the VIlO s schedule were the

inconsistent.

with the results

experiment as regards
subject.

intei:val,

decreased

obtained

finding

However, this
in Conditions

is

1 and 2 of this

response rate on the VIlO s schedule with this

'Ihat is, there

is little

difference

in mean response

rate on

schedule across conditions.
'Ihe decrease

VI70 s scheduies
with this

is less pronounced than that

subject.

response rates

in response rate across the VI30 s, VI50 s, and the

Also, the subject

maintained

on these three schedules

Condition 2, the extreme open-economy.

observed in Condition 2
slightly

in the present

higher

condition

than

in

70
'!he relatively

small between-schedule

were accompanied by similar

differences

obtained.

numter of reinforcers

obtained was stable,

However, the within-schedule

Despite the differences

When

presented

in the total

reinforcers

weight remained stable

throughout

with the VI70 s schedule,

between pre- arrl post-session

total
total

with only a slight

'Ihese data are presente::l in Figure

on the VI70 s schedule.

2 1s

in resp::,nse rate

in the between-schedule

numter of reinforcers

schErlules, Bird

differences

there

exception
8.

obtained

across

the condition.

is a smaller discrepancy

weights than that obsel:ved at the other

three schedules presented.
It is inportant
Bird 2 cycled in
However, this

nn.ich

cycling

to note that when this
the

way

same

continued

cond ition arrl then tenninated

condition

Bird 1 in this

as

for only the first

was initiate::l,
sa.."ne condition.

five sessions

without any intervention

of the

or manipulation

by the experimenter.
Bird 3
Condition 1: Closed-economy.
· exposed to four VI schedules

In this

of reinforcement

VI40 s, VI60 s, VI20 s, arrl VI80 s.

in direct,

overall

'As

rate of reinforcement.

resp:,nding.

stable.

sequence:

relation

to

in Figure 9, there was

resp::,nse rates

within-schedules

giving an appearance of disorder

However, across the entire

remained considerably

in the following

nor inverse,

illustrated

in session-to-session

in the closed-economy condition,

Bird 3 was

'Ihe rate of resp::,nding by Bird 3 in

this closed-economy was neither

some inconsistency

condition,

condition,

in

resp::,nse rate

'!he mean resp::,nse rate

for the condition
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Response rate of Bird 3 in a closed-economy.
'Ihe data from
the last five sessions :per schedule are shown. '!he
introduction
sequence of the schedules is denoted by the
letter
following the schedule (i.e.,
20-"A").
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was 30 responses
schedules,

per min.

The mean response rate for the four

VI20 s, VI40 s, VI60 s, and VI80 s, were 33.2, 32.2, 26.4,

and 29.4, respectively.

80 s, the differences

the mean VI length increased from 10 s to

As

within schedule,

decreased.

but across sessions,

The range in response rate on the VI20 s schedule was 35, 16 on the
VI40 s, 15 on the VI60 s, and 10 on the VI80 s.
the semblance in responding throughout

Notwithstanding
condition,

the total

reinforcement
Figure 10.

density

maintained

that obtained

stable,

reinforce:rs

reinforce:rs

Bird 3 maintained

the subject's

as the daily obtained
that Bird 3 maintained

However, at the highest
represented

approximately

decreased dramatically

a stable

weight.

pre- and :p:,st-session
reinforcers

decreased.

lower activity

while exposed to higher VI schedules.

for the subjects
subjects,

50% of

levels

Though weight remained

weight discrepancies
Aneaiotal

records

faded
suggest
and that

between sessions,

and home chambers

For example, Bird 3 was
cage

Given the size of the home cage, it was possible

to flap their

they frequently

wings without constraint.
flapped continuously

In the case of

for several

In the case of Birds 1 and 3 however, they were occasionally
lift

VI

across the

obseJ:ved to fly in the home chamber during the daily

maintenance period.

all

in

high rate of

there was less excrement in both the experimental

frequently

as the

on the VI20 s.

Although obtained
condition,

is illustrated

a relatively

on the lower VI schedules.

VI80 s, obtained

obtained decelerated

This effect

decreased.

The subject

reinforcement
schedule,

number of reinforcers

the

seconds.
obseJ:ved to

off the floor of the home cage and hover for a few seconds.

At
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Figure 10.

Reinforcers obtained by Bird 3 in varied economies. r:ata
presented are from the last five sessions of each VI
'Ihe total number of reinforcers
schedule presented.
obtained during the 11.5 hr session is presented together
with the pre- and post-session weight (grams) of the
subject. 'Ihe introduction sequence of the schedules is
denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
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higher VI schedules where total
and hovering

flapping

daily reinforcers

were not obsel:ved.

decreased,

such

'Ihus, it appears Bird 3 could

have been consei:ving its weight by reducing energy output as
reinforcement

density

decreased

in this

closed-economy.

Condition 2: Open-economy (75% substitute
condition,

Bird 3 obtained

25% of its total

responding according to four VI schedules.

food).

In this

daily reinforcement

by

'Ihe remainder of the food

consumed during the 11.5 hr session was supplied by responding,
according to an FRl schedule,
sequence of presentation
Condition

reinforcement,

were the same as those presented

acquired

from this condition

as illustrated

in Figure 9.

responding on the VI20 s schedule,
decreased,

so did the response rate.

the VI20 s is discrepant
rate obtained

on this

during this

condition

reinforcers

is an increase

increases.

'Ihe response rate obtained

schedule of this condition

are relatively

in Figure 10.
stable.

little

effect

is exerted

that

subject.
obtained

Within-schedule

However, across

schedules

as the VI schedule

in obtained

on

However the

approximates

on the reinforcement

in obtained reinforcers

Despite the differences

schedule to schedule,

is consistent

with that of the other schedules.

are displayed

of

rate of reinforcement

'Ihis observation

of the response rates

of a

rate of

With the exception

on the same schedule in Condition 1 with this

'Ihe effects

there

and

in

are representative

as the overall

through the VI40 s, VI60 s, and VI80 s.

obtained

'Ihe schedules

between rate of responding and overall

relation

obtained

key.

1.

'Ihe results
direct

on an al ten,,ate

reinforcers

from

on the rn.nnber of

75
reinforce.rs
within-

obtained during the VI components of the sessions,

arrl between-schedules.

reinforce.rs

'Ihus, the increases

to shift

required

stable

'!he result

schedules

It is clear
reinforce.rs

accompanying increases

with a small,
Furthermore,

differences

but observable

majority

upward trerrl

schedules
responding
response

rate arrl overall

substitute

produced a direct

rate of reinforcement.

decreased,

is a decrease

as the VI schedule

In this condition,

with the same VI schedules

the
to VI

food by

relation
'!hat is,

between
as
As

in the rate of responding
Bird 3 was presented

arrl in the same sequence as in Conditions

experiment.

Response rate on the VI20 s schedule during this
again equivalent
conditions

as the

the response rate also decreased.

is observed in Figure 9, there
increases.

acquired

food by responding according

before obtaining

on an FR1 schedule,

arrl 2 of this

arrl larger

food) • '!his

in which the subject

75%) of its daily

density

weight

to VI20 s.

of reinforcement,

reinforcement

is

in the subject's

at the higher VI schedules,

economic corrlition,

(i.e.,

number of

in VI schedules,

Condition 3: Open-economy (25% substitute
intennediate

in the total

as in Condition 1, pre- arrl post-session

are negligible

VI schedule decreases

is fairly

during the corrlition.

that the general upward trerrl

obtained

associated

presented

to

is that the number of

obtained during the VI components of the sessions

at all

weight.

in the number of

from the VI components of the sessions

the FR1 components is small.
reinforce.rs

both

with that obtained on this

of this

experiment with Bird 3.

corrlition

was

schedule in the other
'!he decrease

in response

1
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rate as the VI schedule increased was positively
differences

decelerating,

as the

in response rate between schedules were smallest

lower VI schedules,

arrl increasingly

at the

large as the VI schedules

increased.
'Ihe relation
reinforcement

between response rate arrl the resulting

is presented

in Figure 10.

Just as the response rate

on those schedules which produced the lower reinforceroont

decreased
densities,

so did obtained

reinforcement

density
reinforcers

the highest

reinforceroont

'Ihe decrease

reinforcers

(i.e.,

of obtained

obtained

was approximately

density

(i.e.,

in obtained reinforcers

which the number of obtained reinforcers
VI component of the sessions
this

obtained

reinforcer

number of reinforcers

obtained decreased

reinforcement

was lowest.

open-economy sessions

throughout

the total

obtained at

is observable

in both the VI

'Ihis is unlike

experiment with this
remained fairly

stable

total

It is conspicuous that the total
in those sessions

In these sessions,
the experiment,

in which the

as in all

once the VI component

that the subject

component.

Thus, there was no apparent reason for the decrease

density

in the

number of

reinforcers

reinforceroont

in

In the present

was completed,

number of reinforcers

the

subject,

requirement

total

number

on the VI20 s schedule).

across schedules.

between-schedules.

At the lowest

55% of the total

was due to the widely discrepant

density

condition.

across schedules.

in Condition 2 of this

condition,

in this

on the VI80 s schedule),

arrl FRl components of the sessions

results

obtained

no limit was imposed on the number of
could have obtained during the FRl

obtained throughout

the session

in the

when the

decreased during the VI component of the session.
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Even though the total
low reinforcement

throughout

densities,

In fact,

compromised.

pre-

and :post-session

there

is a greater

obtained decreased at

Bird 3 's weight was not commensurately

the subject's

the condition.

Bird 3, the noticeable

than

number of reinforcers

difference,
weights.

at higher VI schedules,

weight remained stable

in Condition 2 of this

As

discrepancy

pre-session

as regards
Here, again,

experiment with

its weight,

is between

at lower VI schedules

between pre- and :post-session
where the discrepancy

weights

is negligible.

Bird 4
Condition 1: Closed-economy.
closed-economic

which required

condition,

by responding

obtained

When presented

with this

that all

food consumed be

according to various VI schedules

reinforcement , Bird 4's respond.in} became inversely

related

overall

rate of reinforcement.

'!hat is,

response rate

overall

rate of reinforcement

decreased.

'Ihis relation

through the VI40 s, VI60 s, and VI80 s schedules.
introduced

in the following

VI60 s, VI40 s, VI80 s.
slightly

sequence during this

to

as the

is observable

'Ihe schedules were
condition:

VI20 s,

Response rate on the VI20 s schedule,

was

'Ihese data

in Figure 11.

'Ihe inverse
reinforcement

the

increased

higher than that obtained on the VI40 s schedule.

are presented

relation

is reflected

between response rate and overall
in the :positively

response rate as the mean schedule interval
The relation
illustrated

of

accelerating

trend

in

increases.

between response rate and obtained

in Figure 12.

rate of

Across the VI20 sand

reinforcers

VI40 s schedules

is
the
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11.

Response rate of Bird 4 in varied economies. 'Ihe data from
the last five sessions per schedule are shown. 'Ihe
introduction
sequence of the schedules is denoted by the
letter
following the schedule (i.e.,
20-"A").
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Reinforcers obtained by Bird 4 in varied economies. Data
presented are from the last five sessions of each VI
schedule presented.
The total m.rrnberof reinforcers
obtained during the 11.5 hr session is presented together
weight (grams) of the
with the pre- and post-session
subject.
The introduction sequence of the schedules is
denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e.,
20-"A").
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obtained
the

reinforcers

are maintained,

VI40 s schedule.

obtained

On the

reinforcers

schedule.

It

is obsel'.ved that

is also

Bird 4 's weight

notable

that

remained

and !X)St-session

notably

on the

maintained

its

weight

Condition
condition,

the

according
balance

2:

decrease

Open-economy
obtained

to VI schedules

'!his condition

Bird 4 's response

overall

of reinforcement

11.

As the

VI schedule,

overall

rate

response

introduced
obtained

(i.e.,
on these

rate

also

rate

of

this

rates

subject

Yet, at the higher

VI values

condition

are markedly

lCJv.1erthan those

Condition

1; thus

difference

D.Iring

this

by responding
obtained
according

the
to an

'!his decrease

vary

obtained
relation

in Figure
in the

is observable,

from day to day.

on the

the response

to the

with increases

1 of this

in the

relation

as evidenced

was roughly

in Corrlition

subject.

the

in a direct

decreased

VI20 s and VI40 s),
schedules

food

'!he subject

condition,

decreased.

response

subject

condition.

food) .

daily

most

schedule

this

by responding

varied

of reinforcement

rate

values,

the extreme open-economy of this

in this

even though within-schedule
'!he response

source,

represented

experiment.
rate

(75% substitute

A marked

increasing

reinforcement,

its

reinforcers

two schedules.

schedule

the

of reinforcement.

of food from an alternate

FR1 schedule.

despite

25% of

in

the condition.

at all

in obtained

a decrease

obtained

the tenn and range of this

during

subject

throughout

'Ihus,

of

on the VI80 s

on the higher

than

challenge

to decrease

within-schedule

is observable

VI40 s schedule.

and consequent

challenge

increased
though,

continued

stable

weight

the

VI60 s schedule,

more on the two lCJv.1erschedules

varied

pre-

despite

two lCJv.1est schedules
equivalent
experiment
rates

obtained

those

to

with this
in this

on the same schedules
between

response

in
rate

81
and overall

density

rate

is reduced

(i.e.,

that

increases).

the decrease

condition

is

schedules

in Condition

obtained

12.

between-session
(i.e.

'Ihese daily
increased,
This

decrease

course,
during

in obtained

finding

is

the

between schedules

in this

in response

between

rate

in the

total

schedules,

as observed

there

from session

in

are notable
reinforcers

3 to session

as the mean intei:val

variability

decreased,

number of obtained

reinforcers

of the

4) .

schedule

differences

vary less

than

5%.

obtained

reinforcers

is,

of

in total

by decreasing

density

of reinforcement

decreased

variability

in the obtained

reinforcers

the VI component of the sessions.
'Ihe across-schedule

accompanied
phases

was

Condition
open-economy
the

obtained
this

weights,

condition.

closed-economy

during

generally

by stable

of the

condition

way,

in the

within

at VI80 s between-session

accompanied

this

as reinforcement

VI20 s schedule

fluctuations
until

rate

was m:,re stable

variations

, 50% decrease

rate

increase

as the

in response

On the

to

1.

reinforcement

Figure

Related

in response

not as dramatic

With a decrease

as the reinforcement

as the mean inter-

reinforcement-intei:val
observation

becomes most clear

of reinforcement

both

10% higher

condition,

Condition

from the alternate
condition

of the
source

represented

obtained

and

post-session,
by Bird

that

reinforcers

is

across

all

4 during

maintained

this

during

the

In

this

1.

(25% substitute

75% of the

VI component

total

maintained
than

Open-economy

condition,

pre-

'Ihe weight

roughly

3:

stable

subject's

session,
according
the

daily
and

the

focxi) .

focxi was obtained
remaining

to a FR1 schedule.

intennediate

economic

focxi was

In this
condition
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between
Figure

open and closed.

related

condition,

to overall

apparent

condition

are presented

response

rate

(i.e.,

obtained

in

was generally

relation

the response

is particularly
At the lowest

is approximately

rate
in this

to those on this

inversely

Also,

condition.

schedule

equal

to

this

in both Conditions

1

experiment.

Obtained

reinforcers

are displayed

in Figure

as reinforcement

and weight

12.

density

decrease.

'Ihe

decreased,
decline

reinforcers

of the

Notwithstanding
total
in

obtained

subject

in this

the increase
obtained

obtained

reinforcers

on the higher

condition

in response

reinforcers

'Ihere are greater

on the VI80 s schedule.

in the total

rate
'Ihis

VI40 s schedule

is comparable

and 2 of this

recuperated

4 's response

of reinforcement.

VI20 2),

on the

rate

Bird

the VI40 s, VI60 s, and VI80 s schedules.

through

VI schedule

this

of this

11.
In this

that

'Ihe effects

rate

acc.arrpanied
is

daily

partially
differences

VI schedules,

on the

than

lower.
'Ihis
slight

decrease

'Ihe weight
weight

loss

is also

coincided
weights,

subject's

weight

in weight
is

first

evidenced

with a decrease

remained

stable

across

However, a

occurred

at the lower reinforcement

densities.

observed

on the

'Ihis

VI60 s schedule.

on the VI80 s schedule.
in the difference

which had remained

sessions.

stable

at higher

'Ihe decrease

between pre-

and post-

reinforcement

lower

in weight
session

densities.
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DISa.JSSION
'Ihe results
reported

of the present

distinction

conditions

in the effects

in traditional

demonstrated

research

operant research.

schedule conditions.

'Ihis necessitated

that would accurately

control

rate and overall
irwerse

examinations
behavior

of the subjects

of Experiment I
was effected

by

the use of a new method.al~

and extension

in a closed-economy,
rate of reinforcement

in an open-economy.

'Ihe results

the magnitude of reinforcement.

Experiment II served as a replication
that

with the

of open- and closed-economic

that the feeding efficiency

demonstrated

are consistent

Finally,

of economic conditions

of Experiment I, and

the relation
is direct,

between response
while the relation

a method.al~

is

for future

and the control

they exert over

is suggested.
Experiment I

An

examination of the data obtained

presented

during this

responses

made by the subjects

experiment showed that the total
across conditions

systematic

way.

systematic

change in the data of individual

Within conditions,

in no clear
lack of

two of the four subjects

prod.uced increasing

total

density

However, these increases

or

subjects.

changes from schedule to schedule.

decreased.

varied

rn.nnber of

there was also a general

In the closed-economy condition,
no systematic

from the three conditions

rn.nnbers of responses

showed

'Ihe other two subjects
as the reinforcement

in total

m.nnber of
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responses

were not accompanied by orderly

reinforcers

obtained.

F'Urthennore, all of the subjects
higher VI schedules

in reinforcement
reinforcers

schedule.

stable

differences

though the reduction

from schedule to schedule,

weights throughout

reinforcers.

In fact,

of decreases

on the ·

with changes

the subjects

the condition.

in obtained

The small weight

correspond

with all subjects
reinforcers

generally

to changes in
there were several

accompanied by increases

in weight within a single

schedule.

reinforcers

weight decreased within a schedule were also

increased

in

Despite the changes in number of

observed did not necessarily

instances

fewer reinforcers

did not vary systenatically

reinforcers

obtained

maintained

obtained

than on the lower schedules,

number of obtained

obtained

changes in the rn.nnber of

and

Instances

in which obtained

identified.
Similar
experiment,
daily

results

were obtained

in which the subjects

reinforcers

reinforcement,

by responding
and

little

relation

reinforcers,
decreases,

and

according to VI schedules

of

from a substitute

food consumption.

of this
density

of the
total

source by responding

Monitoring the consumption of food showed

density

food remained the same in this

as reinforcement

of their

between decreased

as reinforcement

The results

obtained a percentage

the renainder

according to an FRl schedule.

in the open-economy condition

reinforcement

density,

That is, despite
decreased,

overall

obtained

obtained-reinforcer
consumption of

condition.

experiment suggest,
decreased

food consumed at each hopper lift.

the subjects

among other things,
increased

that

the amount of

Thus, at low VI schedules,

which
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produced high reinforcement

densities

(i.e.,

on VIlO s, an average of

:per min can be obtained),

six reinforcements

the subjects

ate fewer

pieces of chow each time a response produced reinforcement.
Conversely,

at low reinforcement

higher VI schedules

densities,

such as those produced by

on VI80 s, reinforcement

(i.e.,

average only once every 1.33 min), the subject

improving efficiency,

the subjects

consumed regardless
consequently

of eating

differences
speed

time.

between subjects

Furthenrore,

(i.e.,

these variables

there

feeding

speed

slower, the subjects

of travel

was

in this

held constant

could have varied
in

individual

to the hopper and

as a function

of session

As

they were

time 'Which combination

for the results.

obtained by actually

the possibility

observing

that reinforcement

subjects

in

magnitude

It was observed that at lower

time to the hopper from the response key was

ate more slowly, and on several

were observed to discard

the

consistently

may have interacted.

during the experiment.

head transit

and

imposed by the schedule

is no way to judge at this

the chamber corroborates

amount of food

Unfortunately,

rate of responding,

may have been responsible

was not controlled

weights.

or level of deprivation

Anecdotal infonnation

VI schedules,

density

with the subject's

of consumption),

of variables

their

on the

By

density,

magnitude of reinforcement

of reinforcement

not controlled,

reinforcement

as the length of the hop:per lift

the experiment,

together

consei:ved the overall

does not appear to have varied

Rather,

as a function
effect,

of the specific

were able to regulate

simple way.
throughout

its

increased

consuming more pieces of chow :per reinforcement.

efficiency,

efficiency

is available

occasions,

subjects

pieces of chow by dropping them through the
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grid floor of the chamber arrl then return
eating.

'!hat is to say, they did not eat all they could have.

higher schedules,

Although no similar
of reinforcement
demonstrated
directly

has

controlled,

that response rates

been

Mead,

&

Martin,

shCMnto vary directly
Epstein

have

of reinforcement

(Guttman, 1953; Hutt,

Rate of responding

that,

function

amount of grain consumed is a function

showed that Lehigh Valley Electronics

throughout
here,

experiment,

the hopper cycle.

it is likely

(Guttman,

of the duration

of both the magazine cycle arrl the type of hopper employed.

employed in the present

1954;

although the amount of grain

pigeons consume is assumed to be some orderly
the actual

vary

on FR1 has also

with magnitude of reinforcement

(1985) demonstrated

of the hopper cycle,

experiments

on FI schedules

1959).

food.

conducted in which magnitu.de

several

with magnitude of reinforcement

Stebbins,

1953).

arrl were never observed to discard

research

has been

At

appeared to m:we more quickly to

however, the subjects

the hopper, eat more rapidly

been

to the hopper to resume

feeders,

Epstein

the type of feeder

provided continuous

access to grain

'Ihus, during the 4.4 s cycles employed

that there was no constraint

on feeding inp)sed by

the design of the feeders.
Combined, these results
examinationo of the relation
'Ihe differences

of the data in an

between responding arrl economic condition.

in responding that may be produced by the differences

economic condition
rigorously

confourxi the utilization

requires

controlled.

that magnitude of reinforcement

In fact,

be

it may be that lack of control

over

in
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in other research,

magnitude of reinforcement
circumstances,

has effected

results

due to the

or similar

saire

without being detected.

Experiment II
experiment,

In this
controlled

by using pellet

when reinforcement
control

magnitude of reinforcement
feeders that delivered

was signalled.

confidently

attributed

'!he principal

to manipulations

objectives

closed-economies
was examined.

Additionally,

It has previously

1980, 1984, 1986).

regarding

catania,

that

as the overall
disagreement

respon:iing in open-economies,
as overall

1963, and catania

the possibility

in an

that open- and

extremes along a continuum

been reported

Hursh has reported

'!his is in direct

respon:iing decreases

while the relation

that respon:iing

in a

from that in an open-economy (Hursh 1978,

rate of respon:iing increases
decreases.

of

between respon:iing and the

two parametric

closed-economy is disparate

can be

presented.

was inverse,

represented

for

of the experiment were to detennine

rate of reinforcement

open-economy was direct.

obtained

of the schedules

whether in a closed-economy the relation
overall

allc:Med precise

as an independent variable

'Ihus, the results

and economic con:iitions

reinforcement

45 rrg pellet

obtained during each delivery,

and negated magnitude of reinforcement

of the experiment.

a single

'lhis modification

over the amount of reinforcers

the purposes

was stringently

&

whether the economic con:iition

in closed-economies,
rate of reinforcement

with cormnonly held tenets

which hold that the rate of

rate of reinforcement

Reynolds,

effects

the

1968).

decreases

'Ihus the question

respon:iing will continue

(see
of
in the
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literature

until

the reported

differences

in responding can be

accounted for.
It is cornrocmlyheld that the effects
schedules

of reinforcement

organisms,

and that

are systematic

these effects

(Zeiler,

evaluate

the adequacy of experimental
of specific

economic conditions.
resporrling,

may be restricted

is to see if the behavior
such

judgments and

to responding

If economic condition

exerts

in specific
control

over

respo:rrling.

the role,

and through

by manipulating

the manipulation

rate and reinforcement

(e.g.,

1978, 1980).

'Ihis depiction

of the relation

on VI schedules

al though approximate,

reinforcement

on
of

of reinforcement,

of economic conditions.

density

in the literature

that would

density

through the use of various VI schedules

Figure 13 is a representation

data points,

in responding.

if any, of economic condition

'Ihis was accorrplished

reinforcement

of this

experiment sought to provide infonnation

in clarifying

reported

within and across

it will be nea:=>..ssaryto broaden urrlerstancling

'Ihe current
assist

control

is reproduced.

and the way it is manifested

control

in individual

Sidman (1960) has suggested that one way to

schedules

commonly held tenets

of

types

and orderly

are replicable

species

typical

1977).

of different

between response

of reinforcement.

are based on results

of experiments

on responding u:rrler VI schedules

Catania,

of

1963; Catania & Reynolds, 1968; Hursh,
shows that as reinforcement

density

decreases

from an average of 3 per min to 1 per min, response rate

increases

dramatically

overall

in a closed-economy.

rate of reinforcement,

'Ihe

Given the same decrease

in an open-economy it produces quite

in
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different

results.

High reinforcement

rates,

'While low reinforcerrent

direct

relation.

density

produces high response

density produces low responses

rates;

a

RESPONSE RATE TO REINFORCEMENT DENSITY
RELATION IN OPEN- AND CLOSED-ECONOMIES

A
. ..E=S::.PON..=:...:.=8.::ES=--:..P.::E.:....:.R...:..M...:..IN
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Figure 13.

Ctoeed-EoonomY-+- ~oonomy

Representation of the relation between response rate,
in responses per min, and reinforcement density, in
reinforcerrents per min, in a closed- and an
open-economy. Data points for the closed-economy were
derived from Hursh (1978, 1980). Open-economy data
points were derived from catania and Reynolds (1968).
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Table 5 shc,,,JS that the results
generally

consistent

with these previous

in which the subjects

closed-economy,

of the present
findings.

obtained

experiment are
In the case of the

100% of their

food by responding according to the VI schedules presented,
relation

was

obtained between response rate and overall

reinforcement

with three of the four subjects.

obtained with Bird 3 were inconsistent

total

daily

an inverse

rate of

Only the results

with those of the other subjects.

Table 5
Results

of Experiment II as regards the Relation

Between Response Rate and Reinforcement Density
in Different

Economic Conditions

Economic Condition

Closed

Intennediate

Bird 1

Bird 4

Open

Relation between
Response Rate and
Reinforcement
Density:
Irwerse

Bird 2

Bird 4
Bird 2
Bird 3

Direct

Bird 3

Equivocal

As regards

the relation

rate of reinforcement

Bird
Bird
Bird
Bird

1
2
3
4

Bird 1

between rate of responding and overall

in an open-economy, in which the subjects

obtained
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25% of their
schedules
relation

total

daily

and the remainder
was

decreased

as a function

'Ihe results

relation

reinforcement,
with a direct

rate

in the mean intel:val

open-economy, one in which the
total

VI schedules,

daily

reinforcers

the results

by

were

obtained with Bird 4 were consistent

with an

rate of

while those obtained with Birds 2 and 3 were consistent
relation

relation

in this

between

decreased.

subjects

between response rate and overall

between these two variables.

between overall

intermediate

expected if this
points

'Ihus, as reinforcement

obtained with Bird 1 were inconsistent

an inverse

according to VI

source of fcxxi, a direct

to obtain 75% of their

according to presented

inconsistent.

results

of increases

with an intennediate

were required

responding

from an alternate

the rate of resporrling of all

When presented
subjects

by responding

obtained with all four subjects.

reinforcements,

inverse

reinforcers

with either

rate of reinforcement

open-economy.

condition

Finally,

such findings

is a transition

position

the

a direct

or

and response

are what might be

between two extreme

on a continuum.
Conclusions

Open- and Closed-Economies

'Ihe results

of the present

program generally

research

economic condition

does have a controlling

operant research.

When exposed to a closed-economy in which there

source of substitute
responding

fcxxi, the subjects

in the face of the increasing

reinforcement

density.

When an alternate

effect

confinn that

generally
challenge

on responding

increase

their

in
is no

rate of

of decreasing

source of fcxxi is available,
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as in the case of the extreme open-economy condition
response rate consistently

decreased as reinforcement

However, the exact nature of the control
condition

remains somewhat unclear.

subjects

were noted regarding

intermediate
schedules

Individual

by the higher VI schedules,
In order to clarify

closed-economies.

lower response rates

Unfortunately,
research

present

However, before this,

than those generated

it is irrportant

that have been obtained

of those obtained

the current

in other related

to discuss

to try to

in the current
results

conditions,

nrust be

operant

and that

there are

between the open-economy corxiitions

differences

corrparisons.

to draw direct

In typical

are fcxxi-deprived to 80% of their

sessions

are relatively

short,

from the current

research

of the

investigations,

it is

operant research,

free-feeding

weights,

and make-up, or substitute

provided in the home cage at minimal cost.

data .

experiments.

due to the fact that there has been little

subjects

departures

the lowest VI

it will be necessacy

experiment and other open-economy operant

difficult

among the

frameworks on resporxiing in open- and

conceptual

conducted in closed-economic

methodological

decreased.

of economic corxiition.

regardless

To accomplish both of these objectives,
viewed in light

differences

Furthennore,

these results,

account for inconsistencies

density

of the closed-economy and the

the effects

employed generated

experiment,

exerted by the economic

open-economy on responding.

them within existing

of this

'Ihese are all

fcxxi, is
significant

methodology.

Resoondi.ng on VI Schedules

'Ihe results

obtained

from the lowest VI schedules

of reinforcement
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presented

to each subject

VI20 s) show consistent
economic conditions.
these schedules
schedules

in the present
rates

presented,

the rates

conflicted

First,

regardless

to economic condition

Reynolds (1968), reported

in general,

catania

response rates

per min on a VI20 s schedule,

responses

per min on a VI60 s schedule.

varied

than

by

catania

In their

67

to approximately

In the present

58

research,

from a low of 9 responses per min (Bird 4 on a

those reported

were commonin the present
reported

and

of approximately

food) to a high of 65

per min (Bird 2 on a VI70 s in a closed-economy).

response rates

in this

(1963), and catania

decreasing

VI80 s in an open-economy with 75% substitute
responses

the subjects

in other VI schedule research.

responses

response rates

in effect.

of responding on these VI

open-economy VI experiments with pigeons,
and

on the other

may be accounted for by the following.

those reported

than

obtained on

that are lower, across schedules

responded at rates

conditions,

across

of responding

of the economic condition

it is important to note that,

research

VIlO s and

with those obtained

'Ihis seeming lack of sensitivity
schedules

(i.e.,

of responding within subjects,

Consequently,

frequently

research

Lower

in other open-economy experiments
Higher rates,

research.

(1963), and catania

comparable to · those

and Reynolds

(1968), were the

exception.
It is likely
literature

reported

are due to the fact that the subjects

at weights that
conclusion

that the higher rates

are significantly

below their

is supported by the results

in the open-economy
were being maintained

free-feeding

of Zeigler

et al.

weights.
(1971), in

This
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which they demonstrate

that the frequency of feeding responses

of loss of body weight.

as a function

closed-economy studies

Furthennore,

subjects'

'!hat is,

affect

this

J?er min and, while on
J?er min were

75 responses

it is important to point out that Hursh' s subjects

Of course,

were monkeys.

on a VI20 s schedule,

response rate was 8.33 responses

a VI60 s schedule an average of approximately
made.

in two

conducted by Hursh (1978, 1980), response rates

were comparable to those obtained here.
Hursh's

increases

'!here are likely

comparison.

reducing the subjects'

species differences

'!he evidence suggests
weight,

the research

that

interact

which

that by not artificially

methodology produced lower

response ra'tP_s.
When the between-subject
obtained

on low VI schedules

low response rates
the subjects
schedule.

Rather,

reinforcement

such resporx:iing is

reinforcement

across

which the subject
lCM VI schedules

corx:iition.

the lCM rate-short

and a unifonn

'Ihis effect

'Therefore,

obtained throughout

in light

of the generally

the experiment,

it is conceivable

interval

interaction

seems to have

produced resporx:iing according to a lCM fixed-ratio

of reinforcement.

subjects

are considered,

response rates

may not have been resporxiing in accordance with an interval

effectively

subsequent

and between-corx:iition

characterized

response rate

(Ferster

the consistency

corx:iitions.

Regardless

was exposed,

by a pause after

from onset of resporx:iing to

& Skinner,

explains

schedule

1957).
of the response rates

within

of the economic corx:iition to

the same response distribution

produced the same distribution

on these

of reinforcement.

resporxiing would be (and was) insensitive

to economic

It appears that the use of lCM VI schedules

of
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reinforcement

is contra.inilcated

economic corxlition

in a test

of the control

over resporrling when the subject's

exerted by

weight is not

reduced.

Respond;irn, Obtained Reinforcement
and Weight in Closed-Economies
'Ihe results

obtained

from Bird 3 in Condition 1: Closed-economy,

were anomalous when compared with that obtained with the three
subjects.

With these other subjects,

consistent

with an inverse

reinforcement

density.

relation

results

were obtained that were

between resp::,nse rate and

Havever, with Bird 3, no differences

in rate of resp::,rrling as reinforcement

obtained

'Ihis appears to be related

other

to the interaction

density

were

was

changed.

of resp::,nding and weight

of the subjects.
It is apparent,
varying degrees,
post-session

in the results

that as reinforcement

weight differences

at higher reinforcement
greater

weight.

given unrestricted
relatively

stable

variations

in their

subjects

decreased,

the subjects

their

tended to consume a
to maintain

(1976) has reported

that adult pigeons

a stable,

maintain

10%) in the face of significant

fcx:xi intake.

'!his is the case with the

study, particularly

and at the higher

pre- and

than were necessary

body weights(+/-

daily

to

'Ihus, it appears that

access to fcx:xi and water characteristically

in the present

conditions,
exposed

Zeigler

density

also decreased.

densities,

number of reinforcers

free-feeding

from all of the subjects,

reinforcement

during the open-economy
densities

to which they were

in the closed-economy corrlition.
When the subjects

were exposed

to the increased

challenge

of lCMer
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reinforcement

densities

in the closed-economy,
'Ihe decline

consumption declined.

reinforcers

while pre-

'!his is also obsel:vable in

However, the decreases

four subjects.

but

first

weight differences,

session weights them.selves remained stable.
the data of all

increased,

in obtained reinforcers

in smaller pre- to post-session

resulted

responding

on the higher VI schErlules also effected

in obtained

the pre-session

weights of the subjects,

which declined

for Birds 1, 2 and 4.

subjects

response rates

in the presence of the decline

increased

in obtained

their

reinforcement

and weight.

Biro 3, on the other hand,
the condition,
excesses

despite

maintained a stable
in obtained

decreases

weight throughout

reinforcers.

While the

in consurrption that were apparent at higher reinforcement

densities

disappeared

pre-session
densities

in this

reinforcers

its activity

level

conserved its weight.

challenged,

such that obtained

been maintained

at all

It appears this

the actual
reinforcement

subject

compensated

in ways other than increasing

as did the other subjects.

decreased

densities,

was maintained

subject

closed-economy.

in obtained

response rate,

otherwise

at the lower reinforcement

weight of this

for decreases

subject

'Ihese

It is conceivable

this

in and out of the ch.amber and

Had the subject
reinforcers

been further

continued

at a low level over a longer period,

weight and response rate would have eventually

been

to decline,

or had

it is possible

that

effected.

'Ihe role of water consumption on both pre- and post-session
weights should not be overlooked.
that the weights of the subjects
by increased

It is conceivable,
in the present

though unlikely,

research

water consumption when food availability

were effected

was decreased.
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'Ihis is improbable because water consumption of pigeons decreases
food consumption decreases.

It cannot be niled out, however, because

water consumption was not carefully
'Ihis interaction

IOOaSUreddurin3' the research.

of response rate,

obtained

reinforcers,

weight might also account for the dramatic increases

in the closed-economy corrlition

economy corrlitions.
and

In the closed-economy,

weight appear to be a function

weight are a combined function
response-independent
manipulation

obtained

density

decreases

total-obtained

total-obtained

of response-dependent
reinforcers,

of the experimenter.

obtained reinforcers

in response rates
small
in open-

reinforcers

of response rate arrl calorie

'Whereas in open-economies,

conservation,

arrl

'Whencompared with the relatively

in response rate 'Whenreinforcement

decreases

as

calorie

Response rate

durin3' the experimental

arrl

arrl

conservation,

arrl

is linked only to

session

experiments arrl the VI corrponent of the sessions

reinforcers

in typical

operant

of the present

research.
It appears that,
on resporrlin3',
resporrlin3',
requires

in research

it is important

obtained

additional

on the effects

of economic corrlitions

to monitor the interactions

reinforcers,

arrl

experimental

weight.

between

'Ihis is an area that

inquiry.

Closed- arrl Open-Economies: A ContinUtnn
Between Parametric Extremes?
It had been pro:posed that open- arrl closed-economies
continuum between two parametric
alternatives.
increasin3'

extremes,

It was argued that
the amount of daily

rather

represent

a

than two opposin3'

if this was the case, then by

food provided as a substitute

commodity,
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the response-to-reinforcement
closed-economy
this

the subjects

(inverse)

type

J.X)SSibility,

relation

to an open-economy type

an intermediate

obtained

75% of daily

To test

open-economy was introduced,

in which

consumption by responding
which food was available

after

the remainder

from an alternate

of the session
provide

between response

evidence that

and overall

rate

two of the subjects , Birds 2 and
obtained

with Bird 4.

intennediate

'Ihe results

3.

regarding

Bird 3 in the closed-economy,

with this

subject,

reinforcement

because an inverse

was not clearly

'Ihe continmnn effect,

condition,
rate

obtained
there

in an open-economy.

relation

'Ihat is,
relation

density

are smaller

that

(i.e.,

less

discussed
difficult

is most clear

in the intermediate
between response

the direct

in the intennediate

as the economic condition

closed-economy

area,

and

rate

relation

in the
open-economy

as typical

and overall

of responding

appears

of the economy.

accompany decreases

are in the open-economy condition
that

previously

between responding

has been identified

Additionally,

in responding

and will

makes the analysis

modulated by the degree of the open-ness
decreases

with Bird 1 during the

the results

or transition

is a direct
that

was

relation

obtained.

with Bird 2.

of reinforcement

with

occurred

However, the opposite

Further,

be treated

throughout

in the relation

of reinforcement

obtained

therefore

results

such a shift

rate

during the

source.

open-economy, were compromised by cycling,
later.

from a

(direct).

VI component of the session,

'Ihe results

shift

would gradually

'Ihat is,

more closely

food is available

the

in reinforcement

open-economy condition

with this

to be

subject.

than they

Hence, it appears

approximates

a

as a substitute),
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respoming
retains

characteristics

likely
total

is more like that obtained in the closed-economy,

this

of that obtained in an open-economy.

can be attributed

daily reinforcers

intennediate

to the requirement

employed in typical

Most

that the majority

be obtained during the

open-economy closely

yet it

work session.

of

This

approximates the open-economies

operant exper.irrents,

as is the less dramatic

decrease in response rate when challenged by decreased reinforcement
densities.
This direct
reinforcement

relation

between response rate and overall

is also observed in the results

obtained with Bird 3, in

both open-economy corrlitions.

Drawing conclusions

obtained with Bird 3 regarding

a contirnrum between open- and

closed-economies

is mitigated

by the subject's

closed-economy, which was previously
Bird 4 produced results
Birds 2 and 3.
relation

to reinforcement

which has been identified

obtained

density

was in inverse

in the inte:nnediate

The increase

decreased

in the

with those obtained with

as being characteristic

in a closed-economy.

reinforcement

respoming

rate of respoming

density

from the results

discussed.

inconsistent

This subject's

rate of

open-economy,

of the relation

in response rate as

is not as dramatic in the intennediate

open-economy as in the closed-economy, but is apparent nonetheless.
Although the results
inconclusive

on this

closed-economies
manifestations
subject

issue,

of the present

to subject,

It appears that the specific

continuum at intermediate

and that

are somewhat

they do suggest that open- and

lie along a continuum.
of this

research

stages may vary from

response rate does not vary in a singularly
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simple relation
research

to the amount of substitute

on this

interaction

issue is warranted to detennine

that account for the shift

open-economy, to inverse
overall

food provided.

The percentage

in the open-economy conditions

of the research,

In

future

employed to further

intermediate

research,

clarify

and their

from direct

in an

between response rate and

rate of reinforcement.

discrete.

the variables

in relation,

in a closed-economy,

Further

of reinforcers

delivered

25 and 75, are

percentages

will have to be

the continuum issue.

'lhe Integration
of Delayed Contingencies
into eurrent Responding
The results

of this

research

are in support

between responding and overall

the relation

dependent on economic condition.
the organism must obtain
food in the present
contingencies.
reinforcement

arrangement,

decreases,
relation
sufficient

its total

are satisfied,

response rate
to reinforcement

to scheduled

of the contingencies

of responding to overall
'As

to respond to it.

overall

increases.
density,

number of reinforcers,

beyond the subject's

of a commodity, such as

sources of the commodity available.

to be inverse:

By

of

ability

rate of reinforcement

rate of reinforcement
responding

within limits.

If the density

There

In such an

in an inverse

the organism can naintain

density

is

in a closed-economy,

or the cornmodity is not delivered.

determined by the reinforcement
ability

allotment

in

of responding that

It is argued that

the requirercents

the relation

is naintained

rate

case, by responding according

Either

are no alternative

of a distinction

itself

These limits

are

and the organism's

of reinforcement

to respond to it,

a

is limited

reinforcement

and
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responding will cease.
continue to increase
decreasing

At densities

below this

point,

the subject

in response to the challenge

its responding

the cornrrcdity.

'Ihe conunodity may be supplied

according to the same, or similar
concurrent

water,

of

density.

In the case of the open-economy, there are alternative

behavior

will

1961).

or electrical

from the different

contingencies.

A familiar

sources

case is the

employed to study choice

schedule methodology frequently
(Herrnstein,

sources of

Here, the same conurodity, typically

brain stimulation,

two or more sources for responding,

i s concurrently

food,

available

according to different

from

schedules

reinforcement.
In an open-economy arrangement,

availability

of a conunodity from various

schedule research,
responding

responding

sources of reinforcement

roughly matches the availability
(Herrnstein,

Hursh (1980, 1984, 1986) argues that

experimental

arrangement represents

arrangement,

there are at least

experimental

chamber,

schedules,

experimental

the typical

an open-economy.

two alternative

acxx,rding to various

of

experimenter

by the food that

operant
In this

controlled
basis.

basis.

Hursh

in the

is provided,

often delayed by 15 min or more, in the home-cage on a response
independent

1977).

sources of food: the

responding maintained by food reinforcers
chamber is effected

available

1961; de Villiers,

and the home-cage, on a response-independent

contends that

found that

from any one of the various

from that source

by the

In concurrent

for example, it has been repeatedly

for reinforcement

reinforcement

sources.

is effected

albeit

of
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Unquestionably,

in order for Hursh's contention

is :i.rrperative that experimental
contingencies

into their

subjects

current

the subject
low-cost

are able to integrate

resporrling.

effects

delayed

Timberlake and Peden

in the open-economy, assumes

in the open-economy anticipates

access to the substitute

food that will be provided in the home-cage.

basic mechanisms underlying

it

between open- and closed-economies

(1987) point out that the distinction
based on corrnnodity-substitution

to be upheld,

In

this way, the

responding are judged to be different

in the

two types of economies.
the open-economy, resporrling

In

incentive

effects.

Because there

the session

and total

reinforcer,

the greater

reinforcement
intake,

elastic

obtained.

declines,

substitute

regulatory

effects.

of resporrling
larger

Conversely,
greater

the

until

postpones

the session

its

ends and the

Demand for food is thus

session.
is assumed to be based on

responding

Because total

daily consumption is a direct

during the experimental

session,

the less responding

as reinforcers

each

the greater

increasingly

food becomes available.

the reinforcers,

in

magnitude and.for frequency of

As

its responding,

In the closed-economy,

and larger

and subsequently

however, the subject

during the experimental

between responding

the more frequent

the responding,

thereby reducing

less costly,

is no relation

food obtained,

number of reinforcers

is assumed to be based on

become srraller

the more frequent

is required

result
and/or

for survival.

and/or less frequently,

the

will be responding.
Timberlake and Peden (1987) disagree

underlying

responding would be different

that the mechanisms
in situations

that vary only by
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economic condition,

that organisms are unable to integrate

and maintain

that are delayed by more than

contingencies

a few minutes.

Gawley and I.ucas (1987) de.rronstrated with rats
than 16 min in the future

(after

tennination

suppress current

(within session)

out substitution

effects

that

feeding,

e.>q:eriments were more likely

obtained

'Ihe present
use of constant

research

45 rrg food pellets

density was controlled
Finally,

(motivation)
interactions.
consequently,
percentages

the session,

other than

as reinforcers

and

substitution,

level.

throughout.

of reinforcement

manipulating

was controlled.

motivation

that such

for reward magnitude through the

by the schedules

by not artificially

suggesting

and motivation

controlled

ruled

in open- and closed-economy

due to variables

such as reward magnitude and density,

more

did not

'Ihey, therefore,

fcxxi would have to be provided i.rnrrroiately after
suggested that the differences

food available

of the session)

responding.

from postsession

Timberlake,

employed.

the subjects'

'Ihat is, all variations

Reward

weight,

in weight

during the study were due to subject-schedule
To account

motivation

for day-to-day

fluctuations

which occur with pigeons

in weight,

(Zeigler,

and,

1976),

of food to be obtained during the VI components of the

open-economy sessions

were based on the previous

day's total

reinforcers

obtained.
Given these controls,
responding and overall
research

it appears that the direct

rate of reinforcers

in the open-economy conditions,

presentation

of delayed,

obtained

was imposed

food.

between

in the present

can be attributed

low-cost substitute

based on the 8 min CX>D
that

relation

to the

'Ihis is clear,

between the tennination

of the
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VI component and the onset of the FRl, or substitute
'Ihis delay is apparently

brief,

falling

within the relatively

window that Timberlake and Peden (1987)
responding by rats.

food, component.

suggest can be integrated

Other evidence from the present

however, that the subjects

small time

incorporated

research

into

suggests,

delayed by rrany

contingencies

hours.
Responding during the FR1 component of the open-economy
conditions

of Experiment II was not constrained

the total

length of the session.

reinforcement
had passed,
returned
results

was available

until

in any way other than by

From the onset of the component,

the total

at which time the session

session

tenninated

to the home-cage, where no substitute
obtained

substitute

and the subject

food consumed, was effected

indicate

results

and consequently

'Ihis effect

are compared with those obtained with this

was apparent

previously

session,

in a

is most apparent when the

subject

open-economy condition
in the other

of the experiment.

In the results

increased

the amount of

by the consequences this

obtained with Bird 1 in the intennediate

conditions

'Ihe

that responding

responding would have on the VI component of the following

type of feed-fo:rward mechanism.

was

food was provided .

in the open-economy conditions

during the FR1 component of the sessions,

length of 11.5 hours

of Condition 1, the closed-economy condition,

that as reinforcement

at all but the highest
accounted for.

density

decreased,

VI schedule

(i.e.,

responding
VI70 s), which was

Also, at the low reinforcement

subject's

weight decreased.

condition

of the experiment in which 75% of total

it

In Condition 2, the extreme
daily

densities,

the

open-economy
reinforcement
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was provided as substitute

accompanied by low rates

food, low reinforcement
of resporrling.

were accompanied by high response rates,

density

was

High reinforcement

densities

with the exception

of the VIlO

s schedule which has been discussed.
It is in Condition 2, the extrema open-economy, that the
integration

of delayed contingencies

Condition 1, when reinforcement
is compromised.
difference

density

decreased,

noted.

in Condition 2, substitute

In Condition 1,

of substitute

food is available

food.

total-obtained

reinforcers

decreased as reinforcement

consumption during the FRl component of the sessions
those sessions

where reinforcement

component of the sessions,
is explained

density

'Ihat is,

is decreased

in

is lowest during the VI

even at the expense of weight.

by the results

of the

Despite this

decreased during the VI cornponent of the sessions.

density

However,

without restriction

consumed, during the FRl component of the sessions.

availability,

weight

weights arrl the

weights.

is due to the unavailability

in

As

the subject's

'!his is noted in both the pre-session

between the pre- arrl post-session

this decrease

total

is particularly

'!his effect

of Condition 3, the intermediate

open-economy.
It will be recalled
reinforcers

during the VI component of the sessions

each schedul~,
reinforcers

no effect

rather

session.

consummatory day-to-day

with this

was

held constant

at

than manipulated based on the total-obtained

during the previous

the subject's
condition,

that during Condition 3, the obtained

subject,

cycling.

when total

on the number of reinforcers

'!his successfully

tenninated

'Ihus, in this

daily-obtained

reinforcers

that had to be obtained

had

during
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the following VI session,

the subject

intake of food across schedules,
the coooition.

throughout

maintained

'!his was so even at the lowest reinforcement

during the VI cornponent of the sessions.

subject's

stable

weight during this

'Ihese results
obtained

the session,

the

the heaviest

constant

suggest that 'Whenthe number of reinforcers

obtained

the subject

number of reinforcements
was kept low.

integrated

was

In fact,

during the experiment.

during the previous

combined with low reinforcement

sessions

condition

during the VI cornponent of a session

of reinforcers

stable

such that weight remained stable

densities

weight of the subject

a reasonably

contingencies

limited
required

densities
total

to be

is deperrlent on the m.nnber
session,

and this

then is

during the VI cornponents of

daily

intake.

In this way, the

to complete the VI cornponent of the

'!his supports

the argument that Bird 1

from one session to the next on the order of 24

hrs.

A similar

effect

remaining subjects.
the total

is obsel:ved in the results

For exarnple, it has been conspicously

number of reinforcers

open-economy condition
where the reinforcement
availability
course,

noted that

obtained by Bird 3 in the intennediate

of Experiment II decreased
density

was lowest,

in those sessions

despite

the continued

of food during the FR1 component of the sessions.

in the case of Birds 2, 3 and 4, obtained

VI cornponent were contingent

on the previous

across all

intennediate

open-economy, 'Whenhigh total-obtained

effect

open-economy conditions.

on the total

reinforcers

Of
during the

day's total-obtained

reinforcers,

dramatic

obtained with the

In Condition

number of reinforcements

3, the

reinforcements
necessary

to

had a
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tenninate

the VI component of the subsequent

reinforcernents

declined

'Ihis occurred

despite

considerably

post-session

Further,

weight difference

In additional

reinforcers

VI conp:>nent requirement,

increased

considerably

occurred,

pre- and

decreased.

the total

as reinforcement

on the following

reinforcers

density

obtained

in the VI component of

decreased.

Thus, support

periods,

decrease

had only a small effect

session's

the present

decreased.

to obtain a higher total

as this

generally

density

support of the extreme open-economy, Condition 2,

when total-obtained

the sessions

total-obtained-

as reinforcement

time being available

number of reinforcements.

session,

is provided to conclude that

methodology,

integrated

these subjects,

contingencies

longer than has previously

been

across

reported

given

long time

(cf. Tbnberlake and

Peden, 1987).
Conclusions and Reconunendations
for Future Research
The results

of the present

grc:Ming evidence that
on the relation

economic conditions

effect

of this

periods

has previously

this

research

in either

of delayed contingencies

the subjects
than

program contribute

research

suggest that rather

closed-economy being the result

rate

effect

of reinforcement.

economy type is due to the
into present

integrated
been

to the

do have a controlling

between responding and overall

It appears that this
integration

research

responding,

contingencies

reported.

Furthermore,

than the perfonnance

of regulatory

effects,

and that

over longer
the results

of

in a
while that

in an
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open-economy is the result
incentive
control

effects

are present

both regulato:ry

interactions

of this research,

two parametric

extremes,

along a continUlilll. Yet the precise

produce the continuum have not been identified.

factors

of this

research

indicate

through further

of this

research

weight.

When these lower response rates

Therefore,

were not sufficiently

schedules
relation

response rates

than

are,

in

are rna.intained by VI schedules

into closed-

in the present

(IRis),

(i.e.,

and open-economy responding

challenged

IRis.

research

to test

between response rate and overall
greater

that

schedules with greater

closed-economy condition

relation

investigation.

tend to respond as though on low fixed-ratio

research

should errploy interval

that

These additional

short mean inter-reinforcement-intervals

10 s or 20 s), the subjects

role,

are not food deprived to some arl::>itrary

lower when subjects

schedules.

food.

indicate

general,

with relatively

Although the

there are other variables

with the amount of substitute

nrust be identified
The results

way in which the

food provided appears to play an in'p:)rtant

amount of substitute

rather

open- and closed-economies

variables

interact

however,

it also appears that,

positions

likely

The exact

are not clear,

represent

the results

and

examined.

From the results

representing

effects,

in both economic conditions.

and their

of these effects

and should be further

than

of incentive

The results

suggest the subjects

the limitations

of the inverse

rate of reinforcement.

VI70 s and VI80 s had been errployed, this

may have disintegrated.

of the

Further experimentation

will

If VI
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assist

in determining

between resporrling

the constraints,

and reinforceirent

It is also clear that greater
methods to ensure that results
to experimenter

if any, on the inverse
in closed-economies.

care need be taken with laboratory

obtained can be unquestionably

manipulations.

Connnonwisdom regarding

and methods must be periodically

reviewed in light

advances being made that pennit better
envirornnent.
and skill

such review will

in predicting

Broca (cited

to reconsider
experimental
their
current

effects

strengthen

1968) said,

are often the most questionable"
Above all,

control

and controlling

in Strauss,

the present

instnnnentation

of the technological

both experimental
the behavior

"'!he least

practices,

of organisms .

questioned

As

assumptions

(p. 232).

research

indicates

that

that will allow researchers

into the science of behavior.

research

program.

it is now necessary

and to conduct the

to better

careful

micro-economic theory may provide valuable

the development of the related

attributed

of the experimental

the issue of delayed contingencies
analyses

relation

incorporate

consideration
information

of

to guide
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Nane:

Craig R. IDftin

ld:lress:

1631 Squaw Creek Road
I..arrler'

Wyoming

(307) 332-4908
I.arguage:

English, matenlal tongue; Spanish,
written arrl spoken.

Education:

Bachelor of Arts, Psychology,
Central College, Pella, Iowa

fluent,

1973

Fh. D. , Psychology, 1989
Utah State University,
Logan, Utah
Professional

1986-Present

Activities:

Consultant - UNICEF
Guatenala SUb-Regional Office
GuateIWlla City, Guatemala

Responsibilities:
Provide general assistance to the SUb-Regional
in program development,
Advisor for Cru.ldhood Disabilities
implementation arrl evaluation in Central America.
Responsibilities:
Prcx;Jram E.Valuation Project.
Provide training
and technical assistance to Central American Technical
Personnel and Project Coordinators in program evalution.
'Ihis involves training in both fonnative and surmnative
evaluation techniques.
Responsibilities:
Cru.ld Development and Cru.ldhood Disabilities
Design,
Personnel Training arrl Preparation Project.
coordinate the developroont of and. evaluate a competency
based teacher education program for early childhood and
special education teachers.
'Ihis is a sub-regional project
and involves a cooperative effort of several governmental
ministries and. departments in Guatemala, Nicaragua and
Honduras. 'Ihe system being developed is a field-based
training program that involves intensive on-site training of
teachers on an individual and small-group basis.
'Ihe system
relies heavily on the use of the personalized systems of
instruction
approach.
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Responsibilities:
Teacher Training Center - Honduras and Guatemala
Design and assist in the development of a teacher training
and technical assistance center for early childhood and
special educators.
'Ihe center will provide field-based
group training and education to direct service staff through
specialized training teams.
Responsibilities:
Farly Stimulation Program - Nicaragua
Provide training and technical assistance to the Ministry of
Education, Department of Special Education, in the
irnplernentation of home-based early stimulation services for
disabled children in this national program.
Consulting Psychologist Northwest Board of Cooperative
'Ihenropolis, Wyoming

Services

Responsibilities:
Conduct psychological,
educational and
behavioral evaluations of in:lividuals aged five through
adolescence.
Plan, conduct and evaluate counseling and
programming services for students of the District and
members of their families.
Conduct District-wide
student
achievement and assessment program. Consult with classroom
teach ers filld aides regarclin;J in:lividualized
programming for
students.
Develop and supervise the irnplementation of
Prepare grant
behavior and learning programs for students.
Coordinate Child Study Meetings,
proposals and applications.
and IEP meetings.
1985-1987

School Psychologist WyomingIndian Schools
(Fremont County School District

#14).

Responsibilities:
Conduct psychological, educational and
behavioral evaluations of individuals aged five through
adolescence.
Plan, conduct and evaluate counseling and
programming services for students of the District and
members of their families.
Conduct District-wide
student
achievement and assessment program. Consult with classroom
teachers and aides regarding individualized
programming for
students.
Develop and supervise the implementation of
Prepare grant
behavior and learning programs for students.
Coordinate Child Study Meetings,
proposals and applications.
and IEP meetings.
Serve as Chainnan of the WIS Council for
Excellence.
1984-1985

Psychol<XJYStaff Utah State University
Developmental Center for Handicapped
Persons, Clinical Services Unit
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Responsibilities:
Corrluct psychological, educational and
behavioral evaluations of irxlividuals aged birth through
adolescence.
Plan, corrluct and evaluate counselinJ and
progranuning services for
outpatient clients of the
unit.
SUpervise arrl train graduate psychology students
durinJ required applied behavior analysis internships.
1983-1984

Behavior Specialist
Utah State University
Exceptional Clrild Center

Responsibilities:
Corrluct psycho-educational evaluations of
special needs children with a variety of handicappinJ
conditions, ages preschool through 15 enrolled in special
educational classrooms in ECC and local school districts.
Plan, super1ise the in-plerrentaion of, and evaluate
irxlividualized arrl group behavior managerrent and educational
program.s for these children.
Corrluct placement and
in-service training for students and staff.
1982-1983

A

Research AssistantSAM Project
microcamputer system to supplerrent secondary
curricula.

level rnatherratics

Responsibilities:
Design, in-plerrent and analyze sw:veys to
identify teacher instructional
needs; design ·and write
software documentation for use by teachers and software
reviewers; design on-line teacher tutorial;
assist in
development and in-plementation of software field test, arrl
project fonnative evaluation.
Resource Specialist
Ul'AHS Project
A traininJ and technical assistance project
Administration of Children, Youth and
Bureau, to assist Head start Programs
identify staff training and technical
the area of early childhood education.

funded by the
Families, Head Start
in the state of Utah
assistance needs in

Responsibilities:
Assist in the identification
of administrative
and direct service staff traininJ and technical assistance
needs; develop arrl implement traininJ activities
designed to
meet identified needs; identify consultants who can assist
program.s meet needs; evaluate traininJ and technical
assistance
activities;
write grant proposals and quarterly
and annual reports.
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1980 - 1982

A

Director
Portage Project

Home Start

Traininc:J Center

specific purp:,se grant, furrled by the Administration of
Children, Youth ard Families, Region V Head Start to provide
traininc:J ard technical assistance in homebased, parent
focused early education to Head start programs in AC'£F
Region v.

Responsibilities:
Write arrl coordinate preparation of
grant/contract
proposal arrl progress reports; prepare
for meetinc:J
budgets, administer furrls; plan strategies
grant/contract
objectives arrl rronitor progress toward
meetinc:J those objectives; gather/analyze
program data;
recruitejhire/supervise
traininc:J and direct service staff;
identify staff traininc:J needs, execute traininc:J; coordinate
progranVmaterials development and field test; provide
traininc:J and technical assistance to Head Start and other
programs in AC'£F Region V.
1979 - 1982

Ccx:miinator
Operation success and Model for Traininc:J
programs.

A specific pw:pose contract with the Community Relations, Social
Developna1t Commission of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 'lhis direct
service Head start program serves 120 families through
home-based and classroom-based early childhcxx:i education.
Responsibilities:
Write arrl coordinate preparation of contract
proposal and progress reports; supervise staff comprised of
two supervisors and ten teachers; supervise planning and
corrluctinc:J presavice arrl inservice traininc:J; evaluation of
outcoroos.
1979 - 1980

Traininc:J Specialist
Portage Project
Homestart Traininc:J Center (see above)

Responsibilities:
Schedule traininc:J workshops, corrluct needs
assessments; develop traininc:J content/materials;
corrluct
traininc:J workshops; evaluate outcomes; analyze agency
follow-up materials; make recornmendations; provide on-site
technical assistance to programs; plan and corrluct inservice
traininc:J.
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1976 - 1979

Project Training Coordinator
El Proyecto Portage

A specific purpose grant, funded by the Agercy for International
Development (AID) to provide Technical Assistance in
home-based early intervention methodology in Iatin America.
Responsibilities:
Develop training curricullllll and train personnel
of the Peru Ministry of Education for implementation of a
home-based intervention program for urban and rural Peru;
provide technical assistance for mcxiificat.ion of the Peru
Initial
Education Orrricullllll; supervise program
implementation; report follow up for grant progress.
1973 - 1976

Home Teacher

Project

PACE

D..lbuque, Iowa

Responsibilities:
Develop arrl implement i.rrlividual educational
plans for preschool-aged disabled children and their
parents.

1988 Prepare Discussion Pa:per "Central American Countries in
Transition:
Alternative Programming Approaches for the 1990s" for
UNICEF GUA/AO- May.
Conduct evaluation of the Universal Prilnary Education and Literacy
(UPEL) Project operated
by the Ministry of Education of Nicaragua,
and sponsored by UNICEFand UNFSO'.)
- October, November.
Personalized System
1986 Design and In"plementation of a District-wide
'Ihe WISEFoundation, August, 1985 - May.
of Instnlction.
Conduct the evaluation of the Early Stimulation Project of the
Ministry of Education of Nicaragua, Department of Special
Education.
Managua, Nicaragua - March.
Assist in implementation of reconunendations made in the report 'A
Descriptive Evaluation of the Early Stimulation Program of the
Ministry of Education of Nicaragua, Department of Special
Education'.
Nicaragua, June and July.
Formualtion of a Cornpentency/Field-Based Training and Education
Service Delivery Personnel.
UNICEF,
System for Paraprofessional
Guatemala, June.
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Participated
in the developroont of the the three-year plan for
Child Disability
Projects for UNICEFin Honduras, Sept.ember.
Corrlucted a three week workshop on the "Development,
Implementation arrl Evaluation of a Personalized System of Staff
Project Personnel in Nicaragua,
Development" for Child Disability
Honduras arrl Guatemala, in Guatemala City, September arrl October.
Initiated
the developrnent of a "Personalized System of Staff
arrl paraprofessional
staff of
Development" for the professional
the Farly stimulation Program in Nicaragua , October arrl November.
1985

"Adaptation arrl National Institutionalization
of the Staff
Development System," (a functional product of the experimental
implementation of the Model for Staff Trainirg arrl SUpel:vision see 1983 below.) 'Ihe Ministry of Education of Peru, Lima , Peni,
March through August, 1985.
"Home-based Farly Education arrl Parent F.ducation,"
Managua, Nicaragua, February, 1985 .

1984

UNICEF,

"Evaluation of the Technical - Pedagogical aspects of the Project
'Farly
F.ducation as an Incentive for community Development',"
'Ihe Agency for Interrlational
Development, Lima, Peru, 1984
Agency for Inten"lational Developement, Lima, Peru' , Education,
Health arrl Nutrition Division, 1983-84.

1983 "Development of a Model for Staff Trainirg arrl SUpervision for the
Project 'Farly Education as an Incentive for Community
Development',"
'Ihe Agency for Inten"lational
Development, Lima,
Peru,
1983.
Nonfonnal Education Field Technical
DC, May, 1983.

SUpport,

Creative

Associates,

Washington,

Inc., Milwaukee,
1981 SeJ:Vicio, F.ducacio'n y Rehabilitacio'n,
Wisconsin, Thelma Martinez, Director of Education, June, 1980,
June, 1981.
Irrliana Department of Public Instruction,
Division of
Bilirgual/Bicultural
Education, Indianapolis,
Inc, Mina Iden,
Coordinator, December 1979, June, 1980, June, 1981.
1980 "Design arrl Implementation of a Home-Based Program for Handicapped
Preschcx,lers,"
'Ihe Peace Corps, ACTION,Quito, Ecuador, 1980.
1979 ''Mainstreaming the Handicapped Child Into the Preschcx,l
Classroom,"
Branch County Head Start, Coldwater, Michigan, 1979.
"Individualization
Within the Preschcx,l Classroom,"
Austin, Texas, 1979.

Child Inc.,
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Escuela de Retardo Mental, Centro de Rehabilitacio'n,
Santo
D:Jmingo, Dominican Republic, Isabel Meyreles T., Directora, April,
1979, October, 1979.
1978

"Servicios Para Nin-os Desventajados en un programa con Base en el
Hagar," F'llrrlacio'n de Asistencia Para Nin-os y Adultos con Retardo
Mental, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1978.
"Training and Technical Assistance to Home-Based Prcgrarns,"
provided through the Portage Project Hare Start Training Center to
the Following agencies from 1979-1981:

1979-1981

'Ihis training and technical assistance consisted of one or
more of the following activities
designed to assist public
and private agencies mplement early childhood education
services:
a. program needs assessment,
b. training
needs assessment,
c. providing necessary training to direct service and
administrative
staff, and
d. evalution of staff efforts.
University of Cincinnati Arlitt Orild Development Center
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Council for Economic Opportunity
Cleveland, Ohio.

in Greater Cleveland,

Pickaway County Community Action Organization,
"Circleville,
Ohio.
Conununity United Head start,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Miami Valley Child Development Centers,

Inc. ,

Dayton, Ohio.
Montogomery County Conununity Action Agency,
Dayton, Ohio.
WSOSCommunity Action,
Fremont, Ohio.

Inc. ,

Knox County Head start,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Licking Economic Action Development Study,
Newark, Ohio.
Toledo Head Start,
Toledo, Ohio.

Inc.,
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Coshocton County Head start,
Coshocton, Ohio.
Monroe County CAP, Inc. ,
Blcx:nnington, Irrliana.
Community Action Program of Evansville,
Evansville,
Irrliana.
lake

County EDC, Inc. , Hamrrorrl, Irrliana.

South lake County Head start,
Crown Point, Irrliana.
EDCof Daviess, Greene, Know, and SUllivan County, Inc.,
Vincennes, Irrliana.
Northeast Michigan Community Service,
Alpena, Michigan.
City of Holland School District
Holland, Michigan.
capital
Lansing,

Area Conununity service
Michigan

Tri-county Council for Olild Development
Decatur, Michigan.
Washtenaw County Head Start
Ypsilanti,
Michigan.
Branch County Head Start
Coldwater, Michigan.
Monroe County Opportunity
Monroe, Michigan.

Program

Program

Central Wisconsin CAC
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin.
Dane County Head Start
Madison, Wisconsin.

Parent Council

Kenosha Head Start

Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Jefferson
Jefferson,

County Special F.ducation
Wisconsin.

Child and Family Development Center
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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Day care Services for Children
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Milwaukee Public Schools Head Start
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Guadalupe Head Start/Council
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

for the Spanish Speaking

Next Dcx:>rFoundation
milwaukee, Wisconsin
West Central Preschool Education Program
Glendwcx:x:lCity' Wisconsin.
Western Illuryland
Whitehall, Wisconsin.
South WocxiCounty Child CAre Center,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin.,

Inc.

Clay-Wilkin Opportunity Council
Moorehead, Minnesota.
Gocxlhue-Rice-Wabasha Council
Zt.nnbrota, Minnesota.
Mahube

Detroit

Connnunity Council
lakes, Minnesota.

Wright County Community Action
Waverly, Minnesota.
Minnesota Valley Action Council,
Mankato, Minnesota.

Southwest Minnesota Opportunity
Worthington, Minnesota.
Western Connnunity Action,
Minnesota.

Inc.

Council

Inc. ,

Marshall,

College of Human Resources,
Southern Illinois
University,
carbondale, Illinois.
Department of Human Se:tvices
Children and Youth Services Division
Chicago, Illinois.
Vennilion-Qiarnpaign-Iroquois
Danville, Illinois.

County Head Start
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Northwestern Illinois
Freeport,
Illinois.
Rockford Department of
Rockford, Illinois.

CAAHead Start
Human Resources

CAP

Confererx::e Presentations:

"A Home-Based Early Intel:vention Model: Project
PACE," Ia.va State Association of Mental
Retardation, Annual Conference, May, 1975.
"Behavior Analysis: A Training Model," First
National Conference on Behavior Analysis,
Olincha, Peni, November, 1977.
"'llle Portage Project, " the D'.Jminican AsS<Xiation
of Mental Retardation,
Santo Domingo, D'.Jminican
Republic,
February, 1978.
"Evaluating Your Home-Based Program Along Three
Continua: Program, Staf and Cllild Progress, "
Region V Head start Association Conference,
Indianapolis,
Indiana, November, 1979.
"Evaluating Your Home-Based Program Along Three
Continua: Program, Staff and Olild Progress,"
XYNational Head Start Association Conference,
Miami, Florida, May, 1980.
"TcMard a Model Approach to Staff Training and
Evaluation," XYNational Head Start Association
Conference, Miami, Florida, May, 1980.

"Serving Handicapped Cllildren in Home-Based Head
start,"
Resource Access Project Conference,
University of Minnesota, Bemidji, Minnesota,
February,
1981.
"Serving Handicapped Olildren in Home-Based Head
start," Resource Access Project Conference,
Mankato State University,
Mankato, Minnesota,
February,
1981.
"Staff Evaluation and Development," XVI National
Head Start Conference, Home-Based ray, Los
Angeles, california,
May, 1981.
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"Teaching Parents to Teach 'Iheir Preschoolers
Home," First Annual Conference on Parent
Training, University of Texas at Arlington,
Texas, September, 1981.

at

"'Ihe Importance of Dad: 'Ihe Father's Role in the
Growth arrl Developrrent of the Young Oiild,"
presented at Wisconsin Conference on Families: A
Family Affair: Myths arrl Realities,
Portage,
Wisconsin, November, 1981.
"'Ihe Role of Vert:>al Mediation in Human
Perfonnance on Fixedinterval
Schedules of
Reinforcement," presented at the Northern Rocky
Association
Mountain Educational Research
Conference, october, 1983.
"A National Model for Preschool Staff Training
SUpeJ:vision," presented at the Northern
Rocky Mountain Educational Research Association
Conference, November, 1984.
arrl

"An Experimental Analysis of Resurgence,"
presented at the Association for Behavior
Analysis, May, 1985.

"Farly
Portage
Paper,
Tokyo.
Publications

Olildhocrl Special Education arrl the
Moo.el in in Latin America," Invited
1988 International
Portage CDnference in
Tokyo, Japan, July, 1988.

am Reports:

IDftin,

C.R. (in press). Farly Olildhocrl Special Education arrl the
Portage Model in Latin America. In Yamaguchi, K. (F.d.)
International
Contributions of the Portage Project to Special
Education, Tokyo: Shufunotorro.

IDftin,

C.R. (1988). "A Rapid Appraisal of the Universal Primary
F.ducation arrl Literacy Project in Nicaragua." UNICEF, GUA/AO.

IDftin,

C.R. (1988). "Central American Countries in Transition:
Alternative Programming Approaches for the 1990s." UNICEF, GUA/AO.

IDftin,

C.R. (1986). "A Descriptive Evaluation of the Farly Stimulation
Program of the Ministry of Education of Nicaragua, Department of
Special F.ducation." UNICEF, Nicaragua.
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Myers, R., Hidalgo, E., I..oftin, c., Karp- Toledo, E., Llanos, M.,
Valdivieso, E., Vigier, M.E., Pawlikowski de Ferrari, C., Engle,
P., {1985). "Pre-school F.ducation as a catalyst for Community
Development- An Evaluation."
United States 'Agenc'J for
International
Development, Lina, Peni.
Shearer,
D., and I..oftin, c. R. (1984). "Teaching Parents to Teach
Their Preschooler
at Home," in Parent Training, R. Polster
(Ed.). New York: Guilford Press.
I..oftin, C.R. (1982). 'Ihe HomeVisitor Obserlation and Assesssment Scale .
Child Development Associate Resource Center,
University
of
Illinois,
Olarnpaign, ERIC Ccn.nnent.
I..oftin, C.R. (1981). "The HomeVisit: Implementation", in Boyd, R. and
HeIWig, J. (Eds). Serving Handicapped Children in Home-Base:i Head
Start, Administration of Children, Youth and Families, Departrrent
of Heal th and HumanServices, Washington, OC.
Cochran, D., and I..oftin, C.R. (1980). "The Portage Moo.el in the Head
Start Home-Based Option," Portage Project Readings.
Portage:
cooperative F.ducational Service Agenc'f #12.
Jesien,

G., I..oftin, C.R., et al. (1979). Info:rme Final del Proyecto
''Validacio'n del Modelo Portage."
Ministerio de F.ducacio'n del
Peru_l
I
Lina, Penl 1 I 1979. Published Simultaneously in English and
Spanish by cooperative F.ducational Service Agenc'f #12, Portage,
Wisconsin.

Gonzalez, A., I..oftin, C.R., et al {1979). Estnictura
de Educacio'n Inicial,
PRONOEI-m. Ministerio
Peru_

I I

Lllra

I

Pen1

CUrricular Ba'sica
de F.ducacio'n del

I •

I..oftin, C. R. and Rodriquez, R. {1978). Info:rme Te'cnico de la Primera
Segunda Concentracio'n
de Entrenamiento Para el Pro:Jrama
y la
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